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POLITICAL JUSTICE 

of di senters of easy incentives to challenge the regime, by allowing 

the average camp follower to stay on the sideline, by a policy of grad

uated disqualifications and rewards, and by strategic individual acts of 

submission. Transferring loyalty conflicts from the ranks of the regime 

into those of the foe might, other factors being equal, help to hold the 

outer defense perimeter and obtain outward conformity rather than 

multiplying the opportunities for m artyrdom; the more spectacular 

task of reclaiming lost souls would be left as the penultimate hope 

and aim. The reservoir of potential followers of the foe of the regime 

fill s and empties in accordance with the tidings of the battle. If the 

right kind of key is used, these followers are rarely locked completely 

from either side.3 

The differen tiation between followers and leaders, facilities for which 

are found in criminal codes, enforces a certain amount of passive 

obedience and keeps the machinery of enforcement from breaking 

down or becoming a mere apparatus of registration. If it does not help 

a regime on the downgrade to survive catastrophes due to deeper and 

more encompassing causes, it saves it from wasted motion and em

barr:J.ssment. If tllis differentiation, which permits followers to move 

to the sideline , is disnlissed without simultaneous resort to cmde, 

sweeping, and often bestial forms of "disqualification" such as deporta

tion or execution, according to "objective" criteria of race, social status, 

religion or nationality, the regime is confronted by a dilemma. Mass 

prosecutions follow unavoidably from the failure to differentiate be

tween leaders and followers in a politically hostile organization.4 

a See Appendix A. 
4 It was this type of dilemma which the American occupation authorities conju red 

up in their quixotic insiste nce on making their German charges initi ate denazification 

proceedi ngs against a potential 3,669,230 people. This vast multitude became theoreti

cally li able to the p~oceedings-a sort of cross between a crimi nal court and an ad

ministrative agency. After a trial equipped with the customary safeguards, they were 

to be class ified into one of fi ve cate cries, according to their in volvement in S poli

tics, and thereafter to be visited with correspondi ng sancti ons. 
This attempt to institute bona fide court proceedings on a conveyor belt system 

(which was imitated by the other allies on ly with extreme prudence and so long as it 

fit their political plans and in terests) was from the outset destined to bog down under 

its own weight and become a meaningless paper shufflin g. Far from isolating m ajor 

ational Socialist figures, it created a firm bond among the disparate crowd of poten

tial victims of dmazification, from the master brains who had directed the political 

and economic sectors of national life to the las t village teacher and postal clerk. In 

due course, its originators had to smother their own brain ch ild in a cascade of sca rcely 

face-saving "amnesties," and with it any serious attempt to expose the responsibility 

fo r the regime's culpability. This culpabili ty arose from the peculiar association between 

many of the upper strata of German society and its decla se elements. 

This inept attempt at proceedings aga inst whole segments of the population shows 

8 
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tion (the last in the long procession being the 1960 Turkish and South 
Korean regimes) with delving into its predecessor's record, holding 
it up to contempt, and instilling into the public feelings of loyalty and 
gratitude toward those who have delivered ·them from the evil. In 
doing so, however, the regime faces the ticklish problem of casting its 
pedagogical goal into a suitable legal form. It must attempt to minimize 
the partisan element which inevitably mars such proceedings and to 
differentiate between accountability for mere political misjudgment 
and responsibility for criminal and inhuman behavior committed 
during such political action. 

The more inclusive and the less clearly definable are the rules which 
separate licit from illicit political behavior, the more important is it 
who guards such rules. 5 The history of political jurisprudence turns to 
some extent on the principles affecting he selection of those who will 
render judgment. The wide variation in the character of jurisdiction 
shows that in perfecting their legal tools, those in power are subject 
to everchanging momentary preoccupations. But larger considerations 

5 The sta te's interest being everybody's interest, could every citizen, in case of danger, 
ac t on his own to secure the su rvival of the state? An ancient doctrine translated in to 
J legal enacunent in Athens as early as 410 B.c. vindicates as everybody's right the 
slaying of one who is about to change or has already changed the political status of 
the polis. (See Arthur Bonner-Smith, The Admi11istration of Justice from Homer to 
Aristotle, Chicago, 1938, Vol. 2, p. 47; for Lord Mansfield's espousal of the doctrine, 
ju tify ing the military suppression of the Gordon rioters wiLI10ut previous authorization 
from civilian m agistrates, seeS. Maccoby, l::nglish Radicalism, 1762-1785, London, 1955, 

p. 32 9·) 
The mere act of ri sing against the regime extinguishes one's citi zen status and makes 

'1i m into an enemy. This doctrine, which has had a sturdy life, has meaning and jus
tification when the attack ac tually rather than theoretically prevents the competent 
au thorities from functioning; this is Lhe pristine core of any marti al law doctrine. 
If exten led far beyond this situation, it invites an unwarranted shift in the constitu
tional distribution of functions in favor of the executive at a time when safeguards 
against such shifts are most needed. The classic case is Cicero's ordering the execution 
of atilina's friends without waiting for the exercise of the right of provocatio to the 
Centuriate Assembly. This doctrine may also open the door altogether to political 
:111a rchy, serving as cloak for parti san murder in the reputed interest of the fatherland; 
this happened, for example, in the ·weimar Republic in the early 1920's. 

Jt is a test of a fu nction ing state organization that it be equipped to handle its foes 
according to previously determined lin es of jurisdiction, without being swamped by 
the problematic supp rt of uninvited partisans, thus maximally excluding the merging 
of partisan adva ntage and public necessity. In analyzing the types of political juris
diction, we shall therefore exclude the outright partisan in search of a title. This in
cident is more frequent in rudimentary public organizations (such as the barbari an 
ki ngdoms of the earl y middle ages), which approach a mere sanctioni ng of the results 
of a never-ending stream of private feuds. But we shall also exclude the modern 
executive acti ng without any title but its own certificate of necessity and convenience; 
this was the style of Hitler du ring the so-called Riihm Putsch in the spring of 1934. 

IO 



I N TRODUCTION 

The fourth, the balancing principle of our present-day society, starts 
from the omnipresence of the professional, the learned judge, who 
brings special education and experience to his job. Professionalization, 
specialization, tenure privileges, and invocation of the law-a seemingly 
neutral point of reference that produces a counterdemand for political, 
meaning today democratic, controls. The .first echelon of democratic 
control is the association of selected members of .the public with some 
parts of the decision-finding process.8 The popular element is weaker 
than the professional in this mixed popular-professional type of juris
diction; this is so becau e o£ the juror's lack of professional training 
and the jury's attenuated representative character. In contrast to the 
assembly type of political jurisdiction, this specially selected cross
section of the people assisting the professional judiciary expresses 
opinions current among the people. But it has not the opinion-absorbing 
character of the full-fledged political representative. 

In special political jurisdictions (whether instituted for special politi
cal offense, whoever commits them, or only for political offenses by 
exalted political dignitaries), either the political or the professional 
element might predominate. At one end of the spectrum is the French
style revolutionary tribunal o£ 1793, comprising .five professional judges 
and twelve jurors, all appointed by the same Convention. At the other 
is the contemporary Western European constitutional or supreme 
(federal) court, where the political element dwind les to some parlia
mentary participation in the process of cooptation of professional judges. 
Between the e two extreme there have been many intermediary forms. 

On the surface, the constant see-saw battle seems to have ended 
temporarily with something like victory of the bureaucratic-profes
sional over the democratic.Jpolitical element. The professionals staff 
the courts, either excluding the nonprofessional or, at best, leaving .the 
lay members in a marginal position. Yet, despite the triumph of the 
professional in personal and staffing terms, changes which have in
tervened during the la t century and a half have put a different inter-

balance in favor of the aristoc racy-a change soon to be repl aced by the priucipatus. 
In both Strafford's and L aud 's case, the reverse was true: the lower house substitu ted 
a bill of atta inder after the Lords had refu sed to act on the impeachments as proposed 
to them by the Commons. This revolu tionary ac tion indicated the passing of the trad i
tional balance in favor of political justice by fi at of the democratic assembly. 

8 Continental practice excludes the jury from pretrial judicial investigations and by 
now associ ates the professionals w ith the laymen in the findings of all el ements f 
the judgment. Both continental and Anglo-America n prac tice leave the direction of 
the tri al in the hands of the professional judge. Anglo-American law leaves questions 
of law as well as sentencing to the professional. 

13 



INTRODUCTION 

and mass organizations, the judge stayed strictly within the limits of 
his job. In doing so he fulfilled the expectations of neither the official
dom, who wanted him to help domesticate the Hydra of what today 
is called subversion, nor of the regime's foes, who wanted him to help 
expose what they called the baseness and depravity of those in power. 

In the dynamic of the nineteenth century domestic power struggles, 
the judge, who was just escaping the political tutelage of the executive 
establishment, might have considered himself acting at times as an 
arbiter between the official establishment and society at large.10 When 
he administered the state's law, he did so under the w atchful eye of 
public opinion which had itself outgrown the role of mouthpiece of 
the authorities and was now becoming the voice of the community, 
directed toward the educated minority. Some of the most intell igent 
organs of public opinion believed ardently in the perfectibility of 
human institutions. Consequently, 'they wanted to restrict coercion to 
its very minimum and were quick to criticize existing institutions, 
including the courts, for any attempt to silence discordant voices. 
Others, anxious about the need to uphold traditional values against 
the onrush o£ the disorderly and covetous masses, felt that everlasting 
political and social progress was a delusion . They looked at the courts 
as an integral part of the defense system of traditional society, a kind 
of second line o£ defense with orders to protect the first line, the 
officialdom and especially the army, against intellectual and political 
foes. 

When the various skirmishes between the authorities and their foes 
merged and submeraed into a conflict of such depth and such clearly 
lrawn lines-a sort of legal Armageddon to make the reduction of 

the conflict to its lowest legal denominator impos ible-the judiciary 
found itself in difficulties · any position it took made it appear partisan 
in the eyes of many in the community. Under such circumstances, the 
courts might suffer in their own ranks the contretemps of the deep 
division of public opinion (witness the Dreyfus affair) . Even with the 
modest and very provisional degree of social, as di tinct from legal, 
fina lity which a court's judgment in a political case is usually able to 

10 The French magistral of the Third Republic was from the outset in a somewhat 
less favorable position than hi s brethr en working under the conditions of the constitu
tional monarchy. When society and official e tablishmen t merge completely, as they 
did under the conditions of the parliamentary republic, the judge will bear down with 
redoubled energy on the "enemies of society" (an attitu de w hich became especial ly 
apparent during the various anarch ist tri als), with the latter paid back in kind. See, 
for example, E li see Reclus, L 'Evolution, La Revolution et !'Ideal A11archique, Paris, r898, 
p. IOI . 



TH E PO LITIC A L TRIAL 

the limited u efulness of political trials in establishing meaningful in

terpretation of the past. 

I. The Political and the Criminal Trial 

Throughout the modern era, whatever the dominant legal system, 

both governments and private groups have tried to enlist the support 

of the courts for upholding or shifting the balance of political power. 
With or without di guise, political issues are brought before the courts; 

they must be faced and weighed on the scales of law, much though the 
judges may be inclined to evade them. Political trials are inescapable. 

A truism, is it not? And yet many a jurist is likely to deny that there 

is such a thing as a political trial; to say that the thing exists and often 

entails con equences of importance is, in the eyes of such men of Law 

Immaculate, equivalent to questioning the integrity of the courts, the 

morals of the legal profession. These standard-bearers of innocence are 

apt to contend that where there is respect for law, only those who 

have committed offen es punishable under existing statutes are prose

cuted; that alleged offenders are tried under specific rules determining 

how to tell truth from falsehood in the charges preferred; and that 
intercession of political motivations or aspirations is ruled out by time

honored and generally recognized trial tandards, which guide adminis

tration of justice among civilized or, to use a now more popular term, 

free nations. 1 

In this view there is no ba ic difference between a murder trial in

volving the demise, under odd circumstances, of a doctor's wife in 

Cleveland, and one concerned with the shooting, following a hotly con

tested election, of a politician in Kentucky; between a perjury trial 

dealing with testimony in alimony proceeding , and one that revolves 

around statements m ade under oath before a congressional committee 

probing into the member hip of group hostile to the established order ; 

between a libel suit prosecuting a competitor's deroga tory statements 

about the solvency of a busine s concern, and one ba ed on a campaign 

speech by a cabinet minister in which a member of the opposition was 

. alleged to have taken money from a foreign government; or between 

1 T he ambi gui ty of such basic definiti ons of presen t-day poli tical systems has not 

escaped the a ttention of students of opinion formation and political semantics. Origi

nall y mea nt to characterize the democratic structu re of the political communi ty, the 

term "free nations" has come to denote freedom from subservience to the Sov iet bloc 

only; it no longer refers to absence of domestic despotism or to any foreign chains. 

On the other side of the fence, the term "people's democracy," a tautology, h as but a 

nega ti ve relationship to meaningful p rotection of popu lar rights or democratic free

doms. 

47 



CHAPTER VIII 

TRIAL BY FIAT OF THE 

SUCCESSOR REGIME 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• + 

Unparteilichkeit im politischen Prozess steht ungefar au£ einer Linie 
mit der unbefleckten EmpHingnis; m an kann sie wi.inschen, aber 
nicht sie schal!en. 

-THEODOR MOMMSEN, Romisches Strafrecht, 4· Buch'* 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• + 

Introduction: Special Political 

Jurisdictions 

W 
RILE the logic of the Communist system leads to a re
vamping of the sum total of conditions under which 
the judiciary operates, more traditional political orders 
have reserved their special attention mostly to organizing 

jurisdiction in politically tinged trials. Before plunging into discussion 
of a particularly intensive type of political trial, the trial by fiat of the 
successor regime, we shall analyze briefly the various types of special 
jurisdiction established by a number of regimes to handle political cases 
quickly and effectively. 

When Charles I and Louis XVI met their fate, there was, as they and 
their counsels spoke of amply, little doubt as to the complete irregularity 
of both jurisdiction and procedure. Those who framed the indictment 
and those who judged the ca e were practically indi tinct rom each 
other. As their case and their ultimate disposal were at the same time 
the constitutive acts of a new era, the decisions on the cases and the 
principles applied formed identical manifestations of the arne political 
wi ll. But did the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth century sovereigns 
act much differently when their own political interests were at stake? 
The British king might not only order a command performance of his 
judges, questioning the tenor of and reasons for their prospective 
judgments, but he might also dismiss them should their opinions give 
him sustained reason for di pleasure. The French king would have 

• "Impartiality in political trials is about on the level with Immaculate Conception: 
one may wish for it, but one cannot produce it." 

TRI A L BY FIA T OF THE SUCCESSOR REGIME 

found it difficult to dismiss his judges, for it would have involved a 
costly refunding operation for the charge they had bought from the 
Crown. But from the days of Jacques Le Coeur to those of Cinq-Mars, 
Fouquet, and Mademoiselle de Montespan, the king might entrust in
struction and judgment of his enemy's cases or any other delicate mat
ter !O s ecially appointed extraordinary commi sions, in which learned 
friends of the king or cardinal and open enemie of the persons to be 
judged might find a trategic place. The eighteenth and the beginning 
of the nineteenth century saw the generalization of the judge's appoint
ment "quamdiu se bene gesserint," and the prohibition against with
drawing cases from the judge to whom the law had assigned juris
diction. 

But these secular moves did not solve the problem of jurisdiction in 
political case . As we mentioned previously, such prosecutions often take 
place at the strategic juncture when the old regime has been replaced 
and the incoming one prepares to sit in judgment over it. As a result 
of such change, the whole comt system might well be reorganized; at 
the very least, the regime will fashion its own system of juridical de
fense against its political foes, manning strategic legal bastions with 
its own men of confidence. But even under a long established regime 
there might arise a number of special occasions, such as prolonged riot 
bordering on civil war, where the traditional court organization will 
not suffice. Con titutionallawyers interpreting con titutional documents 
that prohibit ad hoc juri dictions might haggle end lessly over whether 
the ban on sue 1 juri dictions only excludes resort to court selected and 
manned for a specific case, or whether it also intend to protect against 
establishment of a new line of jurisdiction to meet ituations of some 
duration. In one form or another-and there exist many subterfuges
the second practice, of setting up special courts for an indefinite time 
and for special, mo tly political, offenses, has been a frequent practice 
in many countries. 

Apart from the ,political needs of a new regime and of a govern
ment hard-pressed by its foes, there exi ts a long historical tradition of 
special political jurisdictions. Archbishop Laud, the Earl of Strafford, 
and Warren Hastings before the House of Lords, Justice Chase and 
President Johnson before the United States Senate, Polignac, the con
spirators of 1843, Caillaux (treated more exhaustively in Chapter III), 
and Malvy before the Senate-all have become integral parts of their 
countries' historical lore. The present sy tern of regular, that i , con

stitutionally or traditionally sanctioned, political jurisdictions operates 
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been found to enforce the political re ponsibility of a straying cabinet 

minister or po sibly even a president before the inevitable, catastrophic 

change in political climate that leads to parliamentary impeachment. 

In more serious political offenses by less exalted persons, the second 

type of juri diction seems to be a contemporary trend . Some countrie 

( uch a France or Italy, as cited in Ch. II) will leave it to estab

li hed lower court jurisdiction to deal with political offen es, permitting 

themselves leeway to shift choice cases to military juri diction, there in

voking intelligence with the enemy and demoralization a pect . Other 

countries, such as the German F ederal Republic or Switzerland, will 

concentrate jurisdiction over political cases to some extent in their high

est civil court. From the viewpoint of the defendant, the latter procedure 

has obviously the same disadvantage as historical upper house or high 

court proceeding . The federal court might become the final judge of 

both law and fact; the possible benefit of a change of politica l perspective 

i thus exclud ed in those types of cases where it may come strongest into 

play, not to mention the fact that the quota of reversible errors ha never 

tended to decrease when proceedings are granted immunity from re

VIew. 
"" The third type of jurisdiction, in vogue after the war, is the con

stitutional court, now existing in the German Federal Republic, in Aus

tria, and in Italy. It functions mostly a a kind of arbite r between tl1e 

highest organs of the state within the constitutional system, especially 

important in a federal structure, as a guarantor of individual rights 

embodied in the constitution, and as a general guarantor of the con

stitutionality of all legal and administrative enactments. But the court 

has also been entrusted with £unctions similar to those traditionally 

exercised by upper house jurisdiction . The president-in some coun

tries the cabinet ministers, too-might be indicted by parliamentary 

majorities before the court for "intentional violation of the con titu

tion," again a doctrinal and somewhat impractical echo of Benjamin 

Constant' preoccupations under a constitutional but preparliamentary 

system.8 The German Constitutional Court, as di cu sed in Part Three, 

also exercises a quasi-repre ive function, allowing the broad operation 

of political repression clothed as penal action. The government may, at 

its discretion, start proceedings before this court for banning a political 

party, the tendencies of which enda nger the constitutional order. 

Establi hed as a elf-evident matter with the inception of a new 

regime, or-as experience with regular American juries in this century 

8 See below, n. IO. 
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would suggest-as a possibly unnecessary precaution by an e tablished 
regime, or simply as an historical and somewhat anachroni tic survival, 
political jurisdictions function in many countries. Special jurisdictions 
have frequently been created for trials instituted by succes or regimes 
against the personnel of their predece sors. Discussing thi trial category, 
we shall dwell on the ya rd ticks used by successors fo r measuring the 
political responsibility of the predecessor ' per onnel. Which are the 
value tructures that transcend the lifetime of a poli tical regime again t 
which acts of predecessors can be measured? Furtl1er, how is the atti
tude of ilie individual to be related to tl1e urn total of the record of 
the ·regime he served ? Is the concept of a dgime criminel a useful tool 
for such an enterprise? Where is the more or less precise point at 
which action in the service of a political goal turns into criminal con
duct? If the obstacles to a successor's ju tice are admitted ly substantial, 
which of them are germane to the particular situation of this kind of 
trial and which should be counted among the general and unavoidable 
risks involved in any major trial? 

I. Th e Quest for a Yardstick 

The legal formulas und er which trials by fi at of a successor regime 
take place might show a close re emblance to those of the run-of-the
mill criminal law categories. evertheles from the viewpoint of both 
their instigators and their victims, such trials have a different signifi
cance from those that occur under the authority and rul e of a long
established regime. They constitute more than just a link in a chain 
of tribulations and maneuver through which a regime either achieves 
greater solidity or marches toward its fin al disintegration. Setting the 
new regime off from the old and sitting in judgment over the latter's 
policies and practices m ay belong to the constitutive acts of the new 
regime. In charting ilie course of action toward its predecessor, any 
successor regime, whether purporting to achieve moral and political 
regeneration, or intent, in addition, on conscious! y remodeling the whole 
social fabric, faces two contradictory sets of pressures. 

Its staunchest adherents and tho e who might have suffered most 
from the oppressive hands of the old regime cry not only for revenge, 
but for the construction of a permanent, unmistakable wall between the 
new beginnings and the old tyranny. In tl1e pa ionate language of St. 
Just asking the Convention to m ake short shrift of Louis XVI, they 
all seem to clamor: "Une loi est un rapport de ju tice: qu el rapport de 
justice y-a-t-il done entre l'humanite et les rois? Qu'y a-t-il de commun 
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trapped only those who had compounded the remote crime of having 
murdered the king with the imprudence of having rallied to Bonaparte's 
cause during the One Hundred Days. 

The declared intentions of a new regime may not always determine 
the course of political repression. Original political intent may be de
flected by supervening pressures. Modification in the structure of the 
new regime, reinforced by obstruction from the administrative and 
judicial corps, rna y wash out and redirect repressive policies. Italian 
repression of Fascism, as set out in the decree of July 27, 1944; seemed 
all-embracing on paper. The members of the Fascist government, the 
purveyors of violence, whoever had through his action contributed 
to keeping Fascism in power, as well as the collaborators with the Ger
man invaders-all fell under the spell of the wide, imprecise, and 
retroactive definitions of the ordinance. Yet a jurisprudence that was 
as narrow in its interpretation of the decree as it had been liberal re
garding the 1946 amnesty, helped along by the maintenance of the 
judicial and administrative cadres of the Fascist regime, uickly ended 
an attempt to eradicate the political heritage of Fascism.5 

If the practice of dealing with one's predecessors shows great varia
tions, so do the formulas applied . Momentary needs and strategies, 
including anticipated defense mechanisms against the portents of the 
future, intertwine with ad hoc legal procedures. Rarest seems the open 
or even implied admission that the new regime is taking an unprece
dented course. At times, though, this may be inevitable. The trial of 
Charles I rested on the juxtaposition of two radically different con
stitutional theories. Starting from the premise of traditional constitu
tional law, Charles' reEu al to recognize the jurisdiction of the High 
Court is irrefutable: " o impeachment," he says, "lies against the 
King; they all go in his name."0 But if he continues to ask hi accusers 
to show him the basi of the new law, they have a readymade answer, 
implied in the very manner in which they drew up their charges and 
the verdict. Their detailed stories of his manifold hostile acts presu PI o e 
the existence of an authority, Parliament, fully empowered to make 

5 The legal and poli tica l elements in the failure of purge attempts are ex hausti ve ly 
narrated in Achi ll e Batag lli a, Giustizia e Po!itica Nella Giurisprudenza in Dieci Anni, 
cited above. Luig i Vill ari gi ves the Fascist version of this legislation (The Liberation 
of Italy, 1943-1947, Appleton, 1959, Ch. 25) . But even in this thoroughl y ex parte 
account, the author admits ( p. 219) th at w hat he ca lls injustices com mitted by the 
various governments succeeding one another after Jul y 25, 1943, have been corrected 
either throug h the ac tion of the judiciary or through changes of hea rt by some of th e 
more influenti al m embers of the cabinet and officialdom. 

6 S. R. Gardin er, The Coustitutional Documents of the Ptwitan Revolution, 3rd eel.; 
Oxford, 1951 , p. 375· 
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Penal Code, this treason, in line with the trea on of Article 51 of 
the Charte Constitutionelle of r 14, remains undefined. From the view
point of present powerholders it thus implies a judgment on erroneous 
and nefarious policies ratl1er than commission of a definite criminal 
offense. The action exposed to judicial scrutiny were to have a double 
aspect. From the viewpoint of the German authorities who took a sus
tained interest in the Riom proceedings, they were to serve the purpose 
of having official France sanction the thesis that the m en of the defunct 
Third Republic were respon ible for the outbreak of the war. For the 
Vichy regime, interest concentrated on the asserted negligence of those 
who had left France without adequate preparation to conduct military 
operations. Both the act of accusation and the accompanying propaganda 
were careful! y planned to avoid di cussion of military operations; they 
concentrated in tead on all those elements which would show up the 
shortcomings and lack of judgment of the leaders of tl1e Third Re
public in tl1e years immediately preceding the outbreak of the war.18 

Before inquiries had advanced enough to lead to tl1e opening of the 
trial, however, Petain, anxious for the condemnation of tl1e leaders 
of the Third Republic, convoked an ad hoc Council of Justice in Au
gust 1941. By the very formula of tl1e July 30 decree, the Council was 
to report on the sanctions to be taken. It promptly did so with the re
sult that four political and military leaders of the defunct Republic were 
put in a fortress without their having been questioned in the course of 
these administrative proceedings. With the subsequent trial thus pre
judged-in spite of the contrary assertions of the president of the Su
preme Court of Justice-public proceedings began in Riom on Febru
ary 19, 1942. While the court accepted tl1e trea on definition of the 
July 30, 1940 enactment, it discarded the count relating to the German
inspired search for tho e responsible for having started the war. It 
retaine I proceedings only against those defendants who cou ld be held 
re ponsible for gaps in the organization and equipment of the French 
military forces. 

As u ually happens with arguments of constitutionality and retro
~action in the courts of the victors, the court rejected the procedural 
argument of the defense; their araument had rested on the lack of a 
constitutional basis for the proceedings and on the fact that the newly-

13 Among the literature on the tri al, probably the most revealing are Maurice Ribet 
(Dalad ier's lawyer), Le Proccs de Riom., Paris, 1945, together with Leon Blum's own 
tale in L'Oeuvre de lion Blum, Pari s, r955, Vol. 2, esp. pp. 220-30. Ribet also brings 
out the interesti ng orders given to the press (p. 38); they clearly indicate the regime's 
desired goals and what problems it tried to avoid both in court and certainly in public. 
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created offen es had not been in existence when the reproached act had 
been committed.14 Thereupon the defense took to contesting the lack of 
proper war preparations, laying many of the shortcomings direct! y at 
the doorsteps of the pre-Front Populaire Mini ter of War, Mar hal Pe
tain . N either the Germans, who had been cheated out of the expected 
inquiry into the war guilt issue, nor the Petain regime, whose authority 
was jeopardized by the course of the Riom debates, would evince any 
further interest in the enterprise. As the course of future French his
tory was entirely open in spring 1942, Vichy propaganda had a difficult 
time opposing the interpretations of Blum and Daladier, the masters 
of the defunct regime. With convincing enough counterarguments they 
defended their own record by attacking the tactical mistake and the 
spirit of defeatism exuding in the thirties from the circle of those now 
in power. German displeasure with the course of the trial was brought 
home to Vichy by a special visit of Dr. Friedrich Grimm, the Third 
Reich's foreign trial specialist. It became clear that the antecedents and 
the course of the Vichy regime were beset with too many que tion 
marks to serve as a propitious background for an open settling of ac
counts with Vichy's predeces ors. The Riom debates were therefore 
~1spended by government fiat on April 14, 1942, though as a matter 
of form the court was asked to complete pretrial investigations. The 
government thus abandoned its attempt ·to get judicial confirmation of 
the executive measures it had taken . 

The political wheel turned in summer 1944. The new regime, General 
de Gaulle's Provisional Government, as well as the re-e tablished con
stitutional governments of Belgium, Holland, and orway, did not 
recognize the legal existence of the Petain or Quisling predece sors. 
The clearer it was that members of such regimes were functioning as 
native auxiliaries of the enemy invader, the easier it became to apply 
such treatment; the regime could consider them as traitors, exclu.ding 
debate on the feasibility and ju tifiability of their course of action, 
which would have necessitated di cussion of their aims and programs. 
But even in such countries as Holland, orway, and Belgium the rela
tive simplicity of the treason-foreign invader formula, while it took 
effective care of the problems of tl1e ranking collaborators, left a con
siderable legacy of borderline cases. Where, for instance, is tl1e line 
between merely keeping office in order to administer to the current 
needs of the population and action which implicitly involves recogni
tion of the invader's title ?1 5 What is the form and ty le of obedience 

H Ribet, op.cit., pp. 41-50. 
15 Interesting examples of how to draw the dividing line may be found in H enry L. 
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which reflects acknowledgment of the power of coercion but avoids 
any move toward helping to transform naked power into authority? 
Many a contemporary would be happy to know the answer. 

Under the impact of complete and voluntary submi ion to a foreign 
invader, which from the outset stamps as traitor those nationals who 
become full-fledged collaborators, the patriotic norm may serve as a 
guidepost. The problem-legal texts to the opposite notwith tanding
becomes more difficult and complex in France and Italy. In neither case 
would denial of the legal character of the predecessor regime and con
structs of treasonable relations with the enemy work out too smoothly. 
We have already mentioned the debacle of the Italian legislative attempt 
to establish the criminal responsibility of the major figures and abettors 
of the Fascist regime after it had lasted over two decades. The attempt 
of the April 22, 1945 decree to establish the criminal responsibility of 
those who had collaborated with the Germans and held office under 
Mussolini's short-lived Social Republic of Sal6, in tailed in northern 
Italy after his rescue, four1dered equally as quickly in the courts. Anum
ber of poor devils held the bag, while the princi al were able to show 
that they had worked both the Fascist an , c andestinely e anti-Fa cist 
racket-practitioners of doppo gioco, as the Italians called it.16 In Italy 
collaboration with the Germans had been the policy of a government 
which had been in power for twenty years. Both the regime and its poli
cies became increasingly unpopular from 1942 on. There might have 
been a national consensus in the crisis years 1942-1944 consi ting in the 
attempts of many combined forces, old-line political per onnel, Catholic 
Church, the independent and the Communi t re istance, to guide Italy 
back toward independence from its German overlords. But this con
sensus, too fragile and narrow, and too uncertain in its ultimate effect, 
could not serve as a patriotic norm of such unquestionable strength that 
it would support criminal sanctions for reprehen ible political action, 
unless aggravated by acts of special brutality. 

In the Vichy regime foreign domination and a certain amount of 
home-grown initiative to replace the in titutions of the Third Republic 
with a new authoritarian model became inextricably mixed. By some 

Mason, Th e Purge of Dutch Quislings, The H ague, 1952, esp. pp. 85ff. The unenviable 
record of the Dutch High ourr dur in g the German occupation has been dealt with 
in dera il, from the viewpoi nt of rhe destruction of the cou rt's authority-build ing im age, 
in Gerald I. Jordan, "The Im pact of rises on Judicia l Behavior," paper read before 
the American Political Science Association meeting in ew York, September 8-ro, r960. 

16 Detail s, especially the legislation's vai n attempts to transform participation in the 
Sal6 enterprise into a nonrebutrable presumption of collaboration, are dealt with by 
G. Vasalli and G. Saba ti in ll Collabomzionismo e l'Amnistia Politica, Rome, r946. 
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obeying, which were not neces arily always determined by the German 
overlord , could be skirted, at least officially. 

Due to the rapid change of political alignments, the "intelligence 
with the enemy" concept has been allowed to fall into oblivion since the 
beginning of the fifties . To put it differently, it has been reduced from 
an official tenet of policy to a piece of intellectual property of the ex
treme left. But during the immediate postwar period it fulfilled a 
psychological, political, and juridical function. No cognizance needed 
to be taken of d1e fact d1at among many strata of society the patriotic 
norm of the traditional state had been eroded. These assumptions, how
ever fictitious they might have been, created a legal basi that allowed 
the courts to circumvent di cussion of d1e nature and goals of the Vichy 
regime, measuring its performance instead by a narrower yardstick: 
its attitude toward the German enemy. 

Of course, not even the "intelligence with the enemy" thesi , and 
even le s the hypod1esis of retrospective subverting of the constitutional 
government, cou ld eliminate one fund amental ambiguity which leaves 
questions about some, d1ough by no means all, of the trials against the 
Vichy personnel.18 In conflict are two interpretations of history. One, 
made with the benefit of hindsight, rests on the knowledge that Vichy's 
policy of collaboration was doomed to eventual defeat and hence to 
the detriment of France. The other interpretation and its consequent 
choice of action were made at a time when the future course of history 
wa a matter of conjecture. Even if we, like the court in Petain's case, 
bru h aside the defense argument of "double jeu,mo a carefully worked
out system to simulate adherence to d1e German cause while in sub
stance trying to work it elf free from German lamination; even if we 
admit that Vichy had, at least since Laval's return to power in spring 
1942, been set on the German card, can we determine whether this 
was a mistake or a crime? 

Under two suppo itions d1is policy may be called a crime. The first 
is interesting but need not detain us here. It leads back to d1e succes or 

18 As usual, there exists an enormous body of parti san li terature, written m ore often 
than not to justify the cause of the various defend ants; despite its usefu l biographical 
informa ti on, I woul d class ify Jose Agustin Martinez, Les Proces Crimiuels cle l'A prl:s
Guerre, Paris, 1958, in the same category. 

19 Trochu, former president of the Pari s Municipal Council , testifying as a defense 
witness for Petain, ex pressed hi mself in the following way : "Le doubl e jeu, il y a 
bcaucoup de gens qui l'invoquent; mais le double jeu d 'un particulier est zero, tandis 
qu 'un chef d'etat et un m inistre des afTaires etrangercs ont quel q ue fois le devoir de 
jouir le double jeu !" H aute Cour de Justice, Prods du Marechal Petaiu , Paris, 1945, 
p. r8 r; for the court's refusal to accept the argument, see the verd ict, p. 386. 
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regime's judgment of the political worth of its predecessor. It i indeed 
possible to conclude from all the available evidence that German col
laboration was not only sought to improve France's national position, 
but was in conformity with the desire to foreclose return to democratic 
institution . The implications of the second supposition will detain us 
longer. At lea t since mid-1942 the Vichy authorities mu t have been 
aware that collaboration with Germany implied part acquiescence to, 
part active collaboration with, policies that far transcended a regime's 
traditional effort to keep itself in power : collaboration with German 
program of forced labor and Jewish extermination. 

2. "L'Etat Criminel" and Individual Responsibility 

We are facing a question that transcend the successor's always 
problematic judgment on the qualities and policies of their predece ors. 
Beyond the evanescent yardsticks of successor regimes, with their con
flicting principles of organization, belief systems, and interest con
figurations, we are searching for a fundamental notion to which all 
groups and nations must at lea t submit, if not always subscribe. Re
spect for human dignity and rejection of the degradation of human 
beings to mere objects comes to mind. To define uch a notion is 
easier than to determine its meaning in the individual circumstance. 
There is a temptation to conceive an ideal normal state which, in its 
legal pronouncements and organizational devices, meets the minimum 
requirements of respect for human dignity and is opposed to the image 
of an hat criminel. On the ba is of its attitude toward and treatment 

o f the human material under its domination, such a state could not ask 
that credence be given to its acts nor expect the actions of its servants 
to be clothed with the presumption of legality. But is there uch a 
state one that is somehow analogous to the criminal organization con
struct of the London War Crimes Statute? 
~ng a somewhat less complicated period of history, one of the 
most intelligent scoundrels of all time, Prince Talleyrand, tried in his 
own inimitable way to conceive an answer, and it is one that is no less 
interesting for its being tailored to a pecific situation. In 1823 Savary, 
N apoleon's Minister of Police, accused Talleyrand of having been in
strumental-in 1804, while Napoleon's minister of foreign affairs-bod1 
in the seizure of the Due d'Enghien, scion of the Bourbon family on 
the territory of the Grand Duke of Baden, and in d'Enghien's subse
quent execution in the Vincennes fortress. In the aide-memoire which 
Talleyrand submitted to Louis XVIII, he argued-contrary to all evi
dence that has come down to us-that his part in the events was de-
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cidedl y minor; he was sort of a diplomatic agent doing a rou tine job, 
strictly within tl1e limits of his office, witl1 all vital deci ions emanating 
from N apoleon him elf. But for good measure, Talleyrand add ed a 
more far-reaching argument: 

- "If a man, by the force of circumstance , is forced to live under an 
illegitimate regime, the decision of what to do when ordered to com
mit a crime should depend on the following circum tances : if the 
crime should draw the country into great danger, into social disorgani
zation, contempt of law, he should not only resist the order, but do all 
in his power to do away with the enemy of the country. However, if 
the crime should remain an i alated one and have no other con e
quence than to stain the reputation of the individual who committed 
it, then one might be given to grievance over the admixture of greatnes 
and weakness, of energy and perversity, yet the re pective distribution 
of glory and the elements of infamy Jlli.lSt beleft to the justice of future 
ages. Anyhow, when the act only compromises the good name of the 
principal, with the law of nations, the general state of morality un
affected, the servant of the state has a right to continue in office. Were 
it otherwise, government jobs would be deserted by the more capable 
and more generous of men. Terrible results would derive if this prin
ciple were neglected. It should be adhered to as long as the defense of 
the social order and moral right are preserved intact." 20 

Talleyrand's theorem has been echoed in dozens of variations, often 
embellished in the immediate po twar period by the contention that 
the job was kept by the ind ivid ual in question o_nly to stave off w.orse 
tragedies.21 It would be acceptable only if its logical presuppo ition, 
the distinction between an easily perceptible cleavage between the occa
sional operation of a normal state organization and ,the contemptible 
and inhuman doings of the criminal state-the dead-end street of an 
entirely vicious political setup-corresponded to reality. The argument 
doe not improve by its being turned upside down. Profes or Her
mann Jahreiss, laying the theoretical foundation for the Nuremberg 
defense .. .readily admitted that Hitler, in contrast to Talleyrand's picture 
of a Napoleon who only occasionally deviated from the ocial norm, 

20 Mem oires of the Prince de Talleyrand, ew York, 1891, p. 216. 
21 When proferred by~z Schlegflbqger, acting mini ster of justice (Justi ce case 

transcript, 27 and 30 June 1947, pp. 4347 and 4384-87), the argument was rejected 
by the Military Tri bun al o. 10 (Vol. 3, p. ro 6) . The r<!Jectton has - been e~
plicitly approved by Gustav Radbruch, "Des Reichsj usti zministeriu ms Ruhm und 
Ende," Siiddcutsche Juristenzeitung, Vol. 3 (r948) , pp. 58, 63. Configurations where 
the "preventing wor e evil" argument might find a foundation in a particular situation 
are di scussed in H. Jeschek, Die Verantwortlicl1keit der Staatsorgane nach Voll(cr
strafrecht, Bonn, 1952, p. 398. 
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was the evil incarnate. H e thereupon used this admission to demon
s trate that inasmuch as all decisions were concentrated in Hitler, all 
agents below his level, unable to affect his will, were devoid of re
s o ibility. 22 Between the occa ional aberration within the framework 
of the social order and the effortless affirmation of the existence of an 
evil incarnate, elevated to the rank of an abstract mechanism of imputa
tion, the principle of personal responsibility evaporates. 

No ure etat crimine.l ezi ts in ractice. There is no criminal genius 
who would be able to cajole, seduce, or- force a whole people into ab
solute obedience. As everywhere else in human society, the elements 
of freedom and coercion, of enthusiastic, matter-of-fact, resigned, or 
reluctant obedience, of underhanded obstruction and rebellion are in
extricably mixed. A modern tate organization cannot be run like a 
concentration camp with the overwhelming majority of the population 
as its inmates. In order to be workable, even a despotic state organiza
tion must serve the basic needs of a sizeable number of the population. 
Hence the necessity to organize a great number of "neutral" services 
closely corresponding to tl1ose of any other modern state.28 But it is 
not only in their common pursuit of necessary societal functions that 
a normal and criminal state ar:_e indi tinguishable. The very notion of 
their separability accounts for only part of our contemporary experience. 
It originates with the Third Reich, whose goal , the forcing into sub
servience of the people of the European continent, were as evil a the 
means of killing and enslaving millions of its real or fictitious, present 
or future enemies. 

The goals need not be abhorrent or repulsive. Collectivization and ac
celerated indu trialization within the admini trative framework of the 
Soviet state are a! o though by no means exclusively, motivated by the 
desire to eventually raise the living standard of the population. And in 
the last decade, within the framework of their policy to maintain 
France's predominant po ition, the French in Algeria have certainly 
worked toward raising the cultural and material standards of the in-

22 fMT , Vol. 17 (1 94 ), pp. 458-94. (The TMT abbrevi ation refers only to the trial 
before the Intern ati onal Tri bu nal, not the America n Military Tribunals sitting in 

urembe rg.) For a measured refutation f Jahreiss' argument, see H. D nnedi eu de 
Vabres, "Le Prod:s de uremberg deva nt les principes modern es du droit penal inter
nati onal," Recueil des Cours de l'Academie l nternationale de la Haye, Vol. 70, o. I 

( 1947)' pp. 4 3, 570. 
2s The same point has recently been made in a judgment of the German Con-

stitutional ourt (2 BV.R 234/60, Entscheidungen des Bundesverfassungsgerichts, 
Vol. 11 [r96 r], p. 150: "Even an unjust sys tem cann ot but solve probl ems of dail y 
community li fe in a way whi ch, on the surface at leas t, comes close to the ways of 
the trad itional lega l order." 
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digenous population. In both cases the framework in which these poli
cies have been carried through by those in power has invol ved untold 
misery for large numbers among the population, including those who 
have not dared to resi t the official promptings. Yet official policies 
may be subject to m any oscillations and to varying degrees of imple
mentation. O ther segments of the population or of the official apparatus 
might try not only to check or soften mea ures of implementation, but 
to reorient the very goal structure. This might lead, as it has in France, 
to the curious situation of two segments of society existing side by side: 
the normal sector, following the traditional rules of a state, where 
state-individual relations are organized within a legal framework, and 
a military and police order, geared to maintain French domination over 
Algeria and utilizing for this end any m eans from persuasion and in
doctrination to open terror. 

But this is only an extreme and especially vivid illustration. Each 
society has such islands where the rule of law is at best un certain, con
. ectural and often nonexistent. These islands may connote identifiable 
geographic areas or specific group relations; in other cases they may be 
nothing more than predispo itions of certain groups ready to enter 
the field if the sociopolitical configuration changes and ·restraining influ
ences remain weak. The decisive difference, in separating a normal 
from a criminal state, involves the degree to which such islands are 
kept under control and whether they are encroaching on wider and 
wider field s of social activities.24 

In the problematic enterprise of couching political re ponsibility in 
legal terms, it may be considered futile to even begin to try and dif
ferentiate between political responsibility for a policy that failed and 
political responsibility for a policy whose criminal character rests in 
its inherent violation of the basic rules of human conduct. One might 
argue, for example, that the means of destruction utilized in any future 
war are so horrible, the consequences so disastrous, that whoever en
gages in a major warlike enterpri e must necessarily become a criminal, 
regardless of his goals and motivations. Any power holders and their 
major subordinates who would apply violence exceeding the amount 
compatible with maintaining the present sta te of civilization would 
automatically acquire the status of criminals.m Such a course is alto-

24 For a discussion, under a related heading, of the beginning years of the S state, 
see Ernst Fraenkel, op.cit. 

24n As Guenter Lewy pu t it succinctl y in his recent "The Dilemma of Military 
Obedience in the Atomic Age," American Political Science Review, Vol. 55 (rg6r), 
pp. 3, 21: The question awaiting answer is, where does lega l wa rfare end and 
humanity begin? 
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gether likely, even though the word "criminal," connoting an institu
tionalized type of handling, might be out of place; the action against 
the criminal would probably be closer to the way the Italian partisans 
dispo ed of Mussolini after his fin al capture. But still there might be 
violence in one country or in a region and with tacitly or open ly agreed 
upon res trictions to conventional weapons. This might allow, or even 
make it advisable for, succe or regimes to ort out the motivations, 
goals, and action patterns of those who saw their cause defeated. 

At any rate, it might be useful for u to see how much the difference 
between re ponsibility for political failure and for inhuman conduct 
is more than a utopian construct or, worse, a hypocritical formula put 
up to enhance the pre tige of a specific type of succe sor operation. 

3· Nuremberg: Th e Prerequisites of a Trial 

A. THE NATURE OF THE CHARGES 

What does the Nuremberg war crime trial before the International 
Military Tribunal, the mo t important "succes or" trial in modern his
tor , teach us about the relation between traditional political charges 

-;;nd those concerning the total de truction of human dignity and per
sonality ?25 The trial differs in one important respect from other suc
cessor trial : instead of a domestic successor regime, a syndicate of four 
foreign p_omrs h an lled th e trial. Whatever the differences over legal 
formulas by which Ito construct this fact, these _powers in 1945 became 
the pro vi ional, yet firmly e tablished successors of the Hitler regime. 

The charges preferre l in the Nuremberg indictment show through
out a hybrid character. The trial originated as an inquest of the victor
suc"'CeSSOrs, charging the preceding National Sociali t regime with its 
major policies; aggre sive warfare aimed at subjugating the continent. 
Due both to the nature of the parties concerned with the prosecution, 
a victorious foreign power syndicate, and their declared aim, to stamp 
out aggression, the type of political charge changed : instead of an in
quest into the reasons for losing the war, the men in the dock faced re-

-sponsibility for having started it. From the outset this fact determined 
the entire trial configuration. Mismanagement of the nation's affairs 
and the hi tory of subversion of the constitutional establishment, the 
usual fare of successor trials against the preceding regime's top-ranking 
personnel, receded behind the grievances of those who had suffered 
from National Socialist Germany's wanton aggression. 

2 5 Except when pecifica ll y referred to, the discu sion does not pertain to the trial 
before the Far Eastern Intern ational Military Tribunal, nor to trials before United 
States military commissions operati ng in the Far East. 
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But this political charge was tied to other ones, directed toward mak
ing the defendants accountable for inhumane conduct in the pursuit 
of their political goals. To complicate the picture still further, part of 
the war crimes charge concerned not the acts of unprecedented cruelty, 
such as killing millions of Jews and prisoners of war, or enslaving the 
population of entire countries, but ,the uncertain and shifting boundary 
lines of the laws of warfare-practices in the taking and killing of 
hostages, for example, and similar problems in parti an and submarine 
warfare. Of course, the fact that the e practices happened often at the 
explicit orders of a regime which had planned aggressive war and 
was committed to the physical lestruction of nation and races blurred 
the picture to some extent. It was not always easy to differentiate be
tween typical incidents, coming up under conditions of any modern 
war, and action which originated from and related to Hitler's precon
ceived campaign plans. 

This kind of hybrid prosecution, which miJCes olitical accountability 
for planning and initiation of aggressive war with criminal responsi
bility for inhumane conduct, has to our eyes a politically justified ele
ment. Full-fledged warfare in contemporary society must almost neces
sarily lead to inhumane results. Therefore, establishing a precedent for 
penalizing aggressive warfare could justifiably be regarded by Justice 
Jackson as the paramount political goal of the Nuremberg proceedings. 
Had the noble purpose of the crime against peace harge succeeded, 
had it helped to lay a foundation for a new world order, the uncertain 
juridical foundation of the charge would now be overlooked and the 
enterprise praised as the rock on which the withdrawal of the states' 
rights to conduct aggressive warfare came to rest. As the coalition pur
suing the Nuremberg enterprise broke up before th e ink on the ur
emberg judgment had time to dry, the dissensions among the wartime 
partners threw a shadow over the whole affair. Exceptions taken to 
the charge of crime against the peace--one of the trial's integral charges 
but legally the most problematic one---'have often been u eel as strategy 
to discredit the enterprise a a whole. 

Di cu sion of this new variant among succes or trials might well 
admit both tl1e difference in structure and legal conclu iveness between 
the crimes against peace and the legally unnecessary con piracy charge,26 

closely coordinated with tl1e form er in the findings of the court, and 
the war crimes charges proper. The crime against peace charge was a 
political charge in a double sense : it incriminated a certain type of 

20 Donnedieu de Vabres, Le Proch de Nuremberg (Cours de doctorat), Paris, 1947, 
p. 254, calls it "Ia construction interessante mais un peu romancee de l'acte d 'accusation ." 
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political conduct, namely the N ational ociali t attempt to subjugate 
Europe by all available means, including the launching of aggre ion; 
a:nd ,the degree of illegality of the incriminated course of action re
mained a conjectural as in some of the previously discussed proceed
mgs. 

While the outlawry of aggressive warfare had been enshrined on 
parchment in 1929 and duly ratified by the major states, it wa not 
until the London War Crimes Charter, perfected six years after the 
Nuremberg trial had begun, August 8, 1945, that what had been a 
charge of international illegality was converted to the status of interna
tional punishability. In preparing the charter, both the French and to 
som e degree also the USSR members of the London conference had 
anticipated the difficulties which this type of charge would rai e.27 

However, together with their governments they bowed to the missionary 
zeal of the American representative Justice Jack on, who was eager 
to undertake the job of a "commission of codification." 28 In doing so 
he had ,to ov,erlook that a codification commis ion mu t either confirm 
firmly implanted practices-which certai nly did not exis t in thi fi eld 
--or restrict itself to announcing rules for future behavior rather than 
maxims by which to judge past performances. Experience shows that 
every successor regime feels intensely that in condemnation of the 
predecessors' practice is the key to humanity' future. In spite of all 
justified scepticism against ucces ors' evaluations of their predecessor ' 
efforts, and because we know what we do of the likely shape of futur 
wars, we must ad mit that Justice Jackson' po ition, though it ha the 
inevitable share of hypocrisy, po sesses an element of inh erent logic : 
the need to create a precedent which can form a barrier, however weak, 
again t future aggression. 20 

27 The record of this conference, in many ways as interes ting as the fin al judgment 
of the IMT, may be studied in ltztern ational Cotzjcrence on Military Trials, London, 
1945 (Dept. of State Publication 30 o, W ashington, 194 ) , esp. 335, 37 , 379, 3 5· 

28 lbid., p. 335· The objections to the (unnecessary) cri me against peace counts were 
vigorously stated at the time by E rich Hul a, "Pu ni shment for W ar Crimes," Social 
Research, Vol. 13 (1946), p. 22. 

20 The one member of the JMT who had been a li felong student of intern ationa l 
crim in al law, the Sorbonne professor Donned ieu de Vabres, though not hiding his 
reservati on against the charge, has vigorously stressed the fun ction of the judgment 
as an "incomparab le precedent." Op.cit. (see n. 22 above), p. 577· The incomparable 
precedent woul d backfire, however, if it induced the leaders of a future war to fi ght 
to the bitter end rather than surrender and face the possible fate of war criminals. I 

See also the arguments of Robert K. W oetzel, Th e urem berg Trials in Inter-
national Latv, London/ ew York, r960, pp. 170-7 r, 242, which res t on the charter's 
and judgment's confirmation by the intern ational community. Gi ven the after-history 
of the intern ational c mmunity, a frank attempt to brea k the fetters of legal po iti vism, 
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If the crime against peace charge was a legal novelty, in that it 
created the offense of aggressive warfare/0 it was also a typical suq::essor 
regime concern, establishing the responsibility of the governing ranks 
of the predecessor for the policy course they had taken. With the war 
crimes charges and the related crimes against humanity charges we are 
directly concerned with the quality of human action regardless of the 
hierarchical level at which it occurred.81 The newly coined "crimes 
against humanity" concept (Article 6c of the charter) corresponds rt:o 
a deeply felt concern over the social realities of our age : the advent of 
policies intent on .and leading to debasing or blotting out the existence 
of whole nations or races. But if the social and political mechanism em
ployed in such cases is unfortunately very clear, the legal formulas to 
cover and repress such actions remain problematic. In the absence of a 
world authority to establish the boundary line between atrocity beyond 
the pale and legitimate policy reserved for the individual state, the 
French government and its Algerian foe , the South African govern
ment and the representatives of the downtrodden negro and colored 
population, not to mention the Hungarian recrime and its adversaries 
and victims, might continue to have a very different viewpoint on the 
meaning of the concept. While the IMT, in the particular in tances 
which it had to judge, might have had little doubt about the ·concrete 
meaning of the classification it neverthele s appreciated both the loose
ness of orne of the terminology of Article 6 (c) .and the novelty of 
the charge. It therefore preferred, when ever feasible, to con viet the de
fendant on the ba is of the war crimes charges, which embraced all 
the traditional common crimes, while underempha izing as much as 
possible the charges of crime against humanity. Only in two cases, 

especially if the latter serves as "va lue-blind guarantees for any kind of sta tus protec
tion," seems preferable. Such an attempt is outlined by Helmut Ridder, ' uernberger 
Prozes e," Staatslexicon, 6th ed.; Freiburg, 196r, Vol. 5, pp. u, IJI-135· 

so But strictly speaking, legally, the charge that this "novelty" violated tl1e nulla 
poena sine lege principle is not well taken. Altl1ough most advanced constitutional 
systems contatn tl1is protective rule, positive internati nal law does n t know it. 
W etzel, pp. I IJ-17, shows the impracticabili ty of the rule, for both the development 
of in ternational law and the absence of injustice where vi olated obligations are 

recogni zable. 
81 It may well be th at policy and lower level action are closely connected. The 

reprehensible goal, the subjugation of Europe by aggressive war, and the criminal 
means, the inhuman treatment of the underlying populations, form part of one and 
the same pattern. But the evidence would suggest that it might have been possible to 
accept the premises of power politics, including wars of aggression, without originally 
perceiving how closely such policy was geared to inhuman means. See the characteristic 
testimony o£ Feldmarschall v. Paulus, !MT, Vol. 7, p. 284. 
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J uliu treicher and Baldur von chirach, did the conviction rest ex
clusively on a crimes against humanity charge though even in the e 
cases the court made an effort to find related war crimes aspects.32 

Thus the main weight of the conviction-for what the French prose
cutor Franc;:oi de Menthon aptly characterized crimes against the hu
n:a.n. status, ':ith

83
thi tatus an image of the con titutive elements of any 

ClVlhzed soCJety -mu t rest on the war crimes aspect. Even if they 
were accepted as a category, crimes against peace would have to rest 
on d1e concrete possibility .that major policies were furthered; just like 
the old~r succe sor trials, therefore, trials ba ed on crimes against peace 
would mvolve mostly top-ranking personnel. But d1e individual fact 
situation brought under war crimes charges might involve respon ibil
ity way below the top echelons. 

There exists, as pointed out before, no pure etat criminel. Even when 
the London charter tried much more mildly to have the court de
termine the criminal character of organization to which variou de
fendants belonged, the court's recommendations, which form an in
tegral part of the judgment, clo ely circumscribed the possible results 
for the member of these organizations, if, indeed, they did not com
pletely vitiate those results. There remains nothing but to search for 
individual re ponsibility for inhumane conduct. In this search for ·the 
commis ion of common crimes, undertaken in connection with totali
tarian political programs by various war crimes tribunals and, in a more 
haphazard and incidental way, by indigenous German court , some 
defense arguments retain more than technical interest. We want to 
consider four of the e arguments. 

B. FOUR REJOINDERS 

I. The Sanction of the Legal Order. In the first argument, a judge or 
another official attempts to invoke the anction of the exi ring legal 
order. T~e ~ef~ndant rna y assert, as in the "J u rice" case, for example, 
that the mcnmill ated act was carried through in pursuance of legal en
actment whose validity went Lillchallenged at the time of the trial. 
Such a plea raises a point of principle. ot every piece of legislation 
enacted by a government in conformity with it own <ru les acquires, by 
the mere fact of enactment, the quality of binding the lower echelons. 
If it shows on it face the character of inhumanity, as did the decree 

82 See de Vabres' critical evaluation of the crime against humanity charges, op.cit. 
(n. 22 above), pp. 243-46. 

33 /MT, Vol. 5, pp. 406-o7. "It [the human status] signifies all those faculties the 
exercising and developing of wh ich rightly constitute the meaning of human li£e." 
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court sentenced to death a Poli h farm laborer who had had alterca
tions with his employer and had also made advances to his employer's 
wife. When the military tribunal in the 'J u tice" case asked how the 
case of a "racial German" would have been tre:1ted if submitted to the 
German Reichsgericht on the identical fact situation, the judge replied : 
"Thi is a very interesting question, but I cannot even theoretically 
visualize the case, as the decisive elements cannot be transferred to a 
German."37 The ba ic fact that the way he handled his job violated 
the minimum standards of decency and equality before the law to 
which all human being are entitled did not occur to the judge. Should 
he therefore escape puni hment ?88 

II. Binding Orders and Necessity. The second argument draws its 
strength from the concrete condition under which individuals below 
the highe t level exercise their function. The London charter, in Article 
8, had somewhat sweepingly done away with tthe invocation of binding 
orders except in mitigation of punishment. This problem, which come 
up time and again, is most frequently discussed in terms of military 
hierarchical relationships. Authors of many nations, e pecially in the / 
wake of the Korean conflict where no side has been strong enourrh to/ 
insist on the punishment of their adversaries' alleged war crimes, hav 
commented on ·the conAict of loyaltie which the policy of the London 
charter would create. They have denied that the rejection of binding 
orders could ever be squared with the social· reality of hierarchical com-

37 Justice case transcript, December 4, 1947, p. ro625. 
3 The m st persistent critic of the uremberg trials, especially those before the 

American Military Tribunals, August von Knieriem (The uremberg Trials, hicago, 
1959), tried to exculpate those who framed the decree of December 4, 1941, with the 
argument that referring the case to such a tribunal was preferable to the method 
chosen thereafter: killing Poles and Jews without benefit of any trial (p. 279). This 
is a somewhat specious application of the lesser evil argument. D oes the fact that 
others in vented devices to kill speedily mi ll ions of people exculpate those wh put a 
somewhat less effic ient machinery into motion, only killing hundreds? In Radbruch's 
judgment of such arguments in the Schlegelberger case: "For the man of the law 
seeing that a frontal attack against an evi l situation appears impossible, the only way 
is to acknowledge that in lega l terms there remain no remedies except those with 
which he would stai n his own reputation" (op.cit., p. 62). 

While in Knieriem's mind the first argument serves those who framed tl1e legisla
tion, its application by a judge, constituting the putting into practice of "val id" law, 
was no offense if the judge did not know that he acted wrongly (p. 284). Knieriem 
overlooks that the Federal Court considers that the application of excessively severe 
punishment in cases clearly not warranting such action is a crime, even though the 
law under which the judge was operating would authorize such sentence. Bundes
ge.richtshof, Entscheidungen In Stra£sachen, Vol. 3 (1952), pp. no, rr8; Vol. ro 
( 1958)' pp. 295, 30!. 
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mand relations.39 The har h judgment is not unwarranted. However, 
a differentiation imposes itself. 

Military command relation hips on the lower level, where strict dis
cipline and complete subj ection of the individual judgment to that of 
the commanding officers m ay be the price of surviva l, are quite different 
from the social reality of higher level command relations. Except for 
their outward forms, higher level military command relations are 
more like relations within what might be abbreviated a power elite, and 
should correspondingly be judged in the e term ! 0 In contemporary 
bureaucratic establi hments only the lower level, doing a more or less 
repetitive, partly m echanical job, .finds both work routine and assign
ment externally determined, with a minimum of its own control over 
rhythm and conditions of work; for m any jobs this involves difficulties 
even in a king for reassignment. In contra t, the executive groups, 
whether public or private, .find their as ignments rely much less on 
explicit, formal ru les than on traditions a11d goals of their organization. 
The more important their place in the organization, the more intimate 
their knowledge of its ways, and the more strategic their role in the 
system of intra- and i.nterorganizational coteries and alliance , the better 
their chance to evaluate the force and speed of outside demands on the 
organization and of t he ways and means to cope with them. None of 
the higher executives could adequately perform his job or reach some 
measure of personal security if he did not try to become a conversant 
as possible with the action pattern of related and superior organiz.c1.tions 
which could harm hi own setup. If the whole poli tical regime changes, 
he might flatter himself for a time on his ability to afeguard the il1-
tegrity of his own organization while outwardly going along with 
policies which he knows to be unacceptable by the standards of human 
decency. But in every case there will come a point when the illusion that 
one's own influence can arrest more general developments will be dis-

89 See, for example, Pier re Boi ssier, !'Epee et La Balance, Geneva, 1952, esp. pp. 89, 
1 40; Jea n Pierre Maunoir, La Repression des Crimes de uerre devant les Tribunaux 
Franrais et Allies, Geneva, 1956, with in teresting material on the possible effect of 
the 1949 Geneva Red Cr ss nvention on Korea n war practices. 

10 There is an instructive German d iscussion in Beilage zu Des Par lament, Ju ly 17, 
1957, on "The Cri min al rde r," dea ling with the legal im plica tions of and the 
attitudes toward the so-cal led "Commissar Befehl" by high level German officers; see 
e p. the comments of the prosecutor I-Iolper (p. 438), emphasizing the relation between 
command position and degree of knowledge, and of Freiherr von Gersdorf, which 
relates a commanding general's reaction when asked to participate in a common protest 
to Hitler against the illegality of the "Kommissar Befeh l": "If I do that, Hi tler will 
send you I-Ii mmler as commandi ng general" (p. 439) . (He visua li zes Hitler's retaliatory 
ac tion in terms of his replacement, not his punishment!) 
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pelled. At this moment there arise the conflict of open resistance or 
silent withdrawal. o successor regime can legitimately judge the elite 
~f its predecessor according to its willingness to engage in active re
s1sta11ce. Active resi tance will alway remain a hio-hly personal deci ion. 
However justified resistance might be, to whatever degree constitutional 
s~ntlements m ay make a how of recognizing the right to resi t oppre
s1on, a11y existent regime will consider resi tance a sacrilege. Its justifi
ability will only be vindicated in the courts and market places of a 
strong succes or regime. 

If active re i tance to the oppressor is therefore an illusory yardstick, 
withdrawal from significant participation in public life of the defunct 
regime, indu trial command posts included, i a legitimate yardstick. 
It could be otherwise only if the individual in question established proof 
that such withdrawal would have been tantamou11t to a serious threat 
to hi life. A large body of experience teaches us that many m en show 
a fatal proclivity toward pushing themselves, or allowing them elves 
to be pu hed, into positions where they know in advance the honors 
and rewards will entail correspondino- entanglement and re pon ibil
ity.41 But vague as ertions to the contrary: 2 it is much less certain that 
incumbents who under some pretext did drop out incurred m ajor risks. 
Only when a regime is nearing its final agony willla t-minute deserters 
be uniformly treated without mercy by those whom they de er t a11d 
tho e whom hey seek out. Otherwise, terroristic regimes wi ll di count 
the value of tho e who vacillate and wi ll ridicul e the scruple of tho e 
too weak to erve. Too irre olute either to re ist or to serve, tl1ey m ay, 
from the viewpoint of the regime, just as well withdraw into obscurity. 

41 The recent book by Herbert Schorn, Der Richter im Dritten Reich, would 
confirm this position. Tts comments on p. r 14 demonstrate (a) that with enough 
perseverance it was possible for a judge to have a nomination to a "special court" 
withdrawn under some pretext; and (b) that there were enough judges available who 
thought it would enhance their career prospects to work on tl1e bench of a "specia l 
court" that was handling cases in which the regime took a special interest. There 
is a conclusion that Schorn refrains from drawing: a silent strike of the profession, 
with its great maj ri ty refusing to serve on such cour ts, wou ld have embarrassed the 
regime, I wering its prestige with the population at large. 

42 Knieri em, op.cit., p. 263; but see Donnedieu de Vabres, op.cit . (n. 22 above), 
p. 570. The state of necessity p leas have been dealt with at va ri ous times in the 
decisions of American military tribunals in Nu remberg. The plea has been rejec ted 
-in somewhat extreme terms-in the Krupp judgment (German trial record, pp. 
13,396-97); here as well as in others, among them the so-called Wilhelmstrasse judgment, 
the rejection of the plea rested on the absence of proof of an imminent danger to 
life and li mb; Wilhelmstrasse tria l record, p. 27.468. Tn contrast, tl1e court in tl1e F lick 
case (tri al record, p. 10,736), witl10ut going into any detai ls, has accepted tl1e plea in 
regard to tl1ree of the defendants. 
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But for exactly the arne reason-a modicum of danger to their personal 
security-willingnes to di appear into oblivion i a standard which 
may be rightfully imposed by those sitting in jud rnent over the elite 
personnel of a regime which, during its course, gave rise to many prac
tice constituting crimes against the human condition.43 

III. The Prejudicial Court. The laSlt two arguments are of a wider 
nature, and while they were utilized by the critics of Nuremberg for 
all they were worth, they could be leveled with equal force again t all 
political trials, and especially against all trials by successor regimes. The 
third argument concerns the parti an quality of th.e court. It has been 
a serted very often that the judges in N urernberg were ~he judge.s o.f 
the victors. It i alleged that the defendants should have been tried 
~ither before a tribunal composed from the ranks of viotor, neutral, and 
German judges or, still better, before an exclusively German tribuwl. 
The latter, it is said, would have guaranteed the application of familiar 
German substantive and especial! y procedural rules, rather than the 
hodgepodge of retroactively applied foreign ad hoc substantive law and 
the mostly Anglo-American procedure to which the defendants and 
their German lawyers aw themselves exposed. 

As to the ,court of the victor argument the rebuttal is simple and 
unavoidable. It goes straight to tt:he very nature of political trials. In 
all political trials conducted by the judges of the successor regime, the 
judge are in a certain sense the victor's judges. Whether their jurisdic
tions have been newly forme l, or whether they have been confirmed, 
with whatever modifications, by the victors, they will be working on 
the basis and wid1in the fram ework of the legal organization created 
by the political system of the ictor. In a somewhat wider sense, all 
judges, not only those of a uccessor regime, are working under the 
conditions of the existing legal and political ystem which they are 
dutybound to uphold. Could John Lilburne decline the judges of 
Charle I or of the Long Parliament; could Gracchus Babeuf make his 
rejection of the Haute Cour of rhe Directoire stick; General Mallet re
fuse to have truck with apoleon's military commission; or did D al
adier and L~on Blum and three year later Petain have more luck with 
their attempts to contest the jurisdiction of rhe various high courts in-
ta lled by the respective regimes of the day ?44 

43 See also Appendix B. Guill aume du Vair: The Case of a Successful Loyalty Shift. 
44 A recent incident sharply illum in ates the extent to which jurisdicti onal complaints 

arc now conside red a nece sa ry prope rty of any major poli tical trial. At the very 
opening stage, when public a tten tion is grea test, these compl aints gi ve the tri al an 
air of legal fin esse an d propriety without ever pu tting the regime that is staging the 
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In the London discus 'on on or anizational form, law, and procedure 
of the future International Mili tary Tribunal, there were apparently 
two the es on d1e function of the ju lge and the character of the future 
trials. With a realistic appreciation of the historical role of 'the forth
coming trial, but with a lack of subtlety qu ite understandable against 
the background of the political trial formul as of the Stalin period, Gen
eral Nikitschenko, the USSR representative, emphasized that the speedy 
procedure he wanted adopted should guarantee the execution of the 
aecisions regarding the chief war criminals; the e decisions, which he 
called "oonvictions," had been previously announced by the heads of 
the Allied e tablishmen ts.' 5 J u tice Jackson thereupon took to underline 
the traditional Western position on the distin ction between the execu
tive power rto set up a tribunal and organize the pro ecution, and the 
independent role of the trial judges evaluating the evidence pre ented 
to them! Both the cyn ical realism of the USSR representative and the 
apparent traditionalism of Justice Jackson overstate >their respective cases. 

trial in any untoward da nger. The rejec ti on of the juri sd ictional objection is a foregone 
conclusion. 

In April 1960, in absentia proceedings opened before the High Court of the DDR 
against the W est Germa n Minister of Expel lee Affairs Theodor O berlander, for his 
participation in war crimes. The DDR cour t provided two defense lawyers, includ ing 
the chairman of the East Berlin Lawyers' Cooperative, and the defendant hi msel f took 
no notice of the proceedings. The lawyers pre ferred written objecti ons again st the 
jurisdicti on of the DDR court. These were rejec ted, wi th grea t learning, by a pro
fessorial member of the bench (Neues Deutschland, April 2 1, rg6o) . Thereafter, the 
prosecution bega n to produce experts and wi tnesses from the DDR an d other eas tern 
sta tes, conn ectin g berl ii nde r with the elaboration of wa r crimes policy. Loca l in hab
itants, too, identified the defendant as havin g been persona ll y pre ent a t and in 
command of the commis ion of a trocities. The tri al reporting does not menti on any 
attempt by the official lawyers to question the story of the identi fy ing witnesses, even 
leaving a perfunctory "Are you certai n ?" kind of query to the president. (See the 
testi mony of the witnesses Kuch ar and Hi.ibner in eues Deutschland, April 23 and 
24, r96o.) 

Juri sd ictional objec tions gi ve the performa nce the atmosphere oE a tri al ; otherwise, 
the scenario is arranged to cas t as few doubts as possible on the perfec tion of the 
propaga nd a im age to be prod uced by the tri al. An alys is of the judgment, di stri buted 
as a supplement to N.J., Vol. 14 (May 20, r5)6o) , o. 10, woul d c nfirm this impression. 
An almost simultaneous preli min ar y in ves tiga ti on of the Bonn di strict attorney's offi ce, 
ba ed on the tes timony of witnesses loca ted in W estern lands, led to a no/ pros full y 
rehabilita ting Oberlander in regard to hi s alleged participa tion in atrocities. In neither 
of the two proceedings was there an opportunity for the two se ts of witnesses, from 
E as t and W est, to confront each other. But the rul er of the DDR were a t a tactica l 
advan tage: they had proposed a joint in ves tiga tion which, as they kn ew beforeha nd, 
the Federal Republic woul d be un willin g to accep t. 

4 5 lnternatio11 al Co11jerence 0 11 Military Trials, pp. 10 4-0 5 · 
46 /bid., PP· 113, IIS. 
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Occurring in t he wake of a N ational Socialist defeat the trial could not 
but take the defeat of ational Socialist doctrine and practice as its 
tarting point. But in the W e tern mind thi self-evident fact did not 

exclude judicial freedom of appreciation o£ the role of the individual 
German leaders. This fact wa expressed, among others, against the 
prote t of the USSR member of the court, in the acquittal of three of 
the defendants in the proceeding before the IMT. The antithesis be
tween judicial tribunal and manifestation of power, which pervades part 
of the war crimes discu ion and also find its way into some of the 
judicial opinion on the war crimes issue: 7 therefore mi ses the point. 
The appointment procedure and the nature and genesis of app licable 
texts do not in themselves decide !'.he character of proceedings. When 
determining the type of credit and rating given to a succes or trial, one 
must take equal account of the method of ·examining and evaluating 
submitted facts, for it reflects the tribunal's amount of independence 
from momentary outside pressures. 

The IMT had been mandated to follow up the political eradication 
of ational Socialism and the general revulsion from it inhumanity by 
a earch into individual re ponsibility for ational Socialist policy and 
action patterns. To this extent, the addition of ju lges from neutral na
tion while psychologically po sib! y useful, would have created great 
inconvenience for Allies and neutrals alike. It would have forced these 
nations to und erwrite the Allied policy on which the trial rested; and 
it wou ld have made a semblance of unified cond uct of the trial by prose
cution and court, which wa difficul-t enough, almost impo sible. In 
essence it woul I have meant the anticipation of a world penal cour 
which, despite all projects in thi direction, has, in the absence of a 
unified world community, never been e tabli hed. The proceeding be
fore the Eastern War Crimes Tribunal have grown no less objectionable 

47 Sec the Ind ian judge Pal's dissenting opinion, which uses th is point as one of 
his main arguments t brand the proceedings before the International Mili ta ry Tribunal 
for the East as outside the province of genuine lega l proceedings. 111tem atio11al 
Military Tribunal jo1· the East, dissident judgment of R. B. Pal, Calcutta, 1953. Justice 
D oug las, in his concurring opinion in Koki Hirota, Pet. v. General of the Army 
D ouglas MacArthur et al., 330 U.S. 197, 205 ( 1948), turns the same argument into 
g round s for rejec ting Supreme Court review of the proceed in gs of the Eas tern IMT. 
"It took its law from its creator and did not act as a free and independent tri bun al 
to ad judge the rights of petitioners un der intern ational law." Douglas compares the 
American president's political dec ision made in conjunction with America's alli es on 
how to treat the enemy leaders with the r8r5 decision to banish apoleon to Elba. 
H owever, the fact that similar proceed ings could have been applied to the Japanese 
leaders by executive fi at does not control what standard and criteria should apply 
once an irrevocable dec ision in favor of a tri al has been made. 
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by the Indian judge Pal's being given the opportunity to pen to them 
his fulminant dis ent of principle!8 Whatever its legal shortcomings, 
the charter that establi hed the function of the IMT expressed rthe ob
jective necessities of a political situation which in ,thj case-possibly a 
rare but salutary coincidence-happened to conform with the moral 
consciousness of humanity at large. 

To say that a German court, dealing with the defendant under Ger
man law, would have been more appropriate is more rhan an argument 
to impugn the fairness of the trial in technical terms; it wants to convey 
the opinion that an indigenous German trial would have been able to 
provide a greater amount of "objectivity." The reverse would be nearer 
the truth. The victorious Allies could be nothing but inimical to the 
Na~tional Socialist system as a whole. However, the cases of the indi
vidual defendants were for the jud rres nothing but news item . They 
had little, if any, relation w the judge' own life experience, and rthis 
guaranteed a maximum of fairness in •the weighing of the individual 
charges. Unlike the German proceeding again t German officers in-
~ed for war crimes after orld War I, which took place before the 
unregenerated bench of the Leipzig Supreme Court, a German succe sor 
trial in the second 'half of the forties woula have taken place before 
German judges and with German prosecutors from the rank of those 
untainted by service under the National Sociali t regime; it might also 
have included both domestic foes and victims of Nazism. It is quite 
possible that such a trial would have covered different territory and 
have led to a closer and more vivid under tan ling of ·the action pat
terns of the defendants. From the viewpoint of the defendants this 

.!_!light not have been an advantage. Equipped with the weapon of 
continental criminal procedure, the court would have concentrated the 
conduct of the trial in its own hands, rather than pre iding impartially 
over a time-consuming conte t between a great variety of prosecutors 
and defen e lawyers. Without need to engage in prolonged wrangling 
over the admis ibility of evidence according to rules originating in the 
practice of jury trials, and without need of cumbersome translations 

' it would have judged the documentary evidence against the back-
ground of its own knowledge, under tanding, ~tJnd experience of Na
tional Socialist policie and procedure. A German cou.rt if left its free
dom would naturally have shown less interest in one of the most prob
lematic aspects of the various Nuremberg trials: the definition of the 

~s The m anifold and quite substantial objections to the proceedings of the Eastern 
IMT are discussed in J. A. Appleman, Military Tribun als and lnternatio11 al Crime 
Indianapolis, 1954, Ch. 38. ' 
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boundary lines of the rules of warfare under actual combat conditions. 
In tead of discu sing crimes against peace, it would have concentrated 
on some of the domestic a pects of the regime, specifically omitted 
from consideration by the IMT. Whether the judgments and sentences 
of German courts would •have evoked a more posiJtive re ponse from 
the German citizenry and thus helped the population to come to a 
harper and less opportunistic appreciation of their :immediate past; 

whether it would have led to a more rational pattern of dealing with 
a gre-11t variety of offenders again t the concept of the human condition, 
and avoided rt.he spot'ty, lottery-~type trials now taking place over much 
too long a period of time before the regular German courts-rhi i an
other question.40 But the claim that the juridical liquidation of the Na
tional Socialist heritage by nhe foreign "victors-successors" was less dis
passionate than corresponding proceedings before indigenous German 
jurisdictions would have been in 1946 and 1947 is, too put it mildly, hard 
to believe. 

IV. T u Quoque. Successor justice is both retrospective and pro pective. 
In laying bare the roots of iniquity in the previous regime's cond uct, it 
simultaneously seizes the opportunilty to convert the trial into a corner-
toone of the new order. Against the inherent a er•tion of moral superior

ity, of the radical difference b<"tween the contemptible doings of those 
in the dock and the visions, intentions, and record of rt.he new rna ter, 
the defendants will re ort to tu quoque •tactics. 

This fourth and la t argument raises the objection that the new 
regime is guilty of t he same practices with which it now tries to be
smirch it predeces or's record. It is advanced as an ·estoppel agains-t 
the victor's attempt to .call into question the lawfulne s of act by the 
defendants. I t was anticipated in the discussions of the London War 
Crimes Commis ion,60 and it formed a weapon which •the Nuremberg 
defense frequently tried to use and to which later critics returned fre
quently and invariably when assailing the Soviet Union's participation 
in othe uremberg proceedings. 

40 Only in 1958 did the vari ous jud icial administrations of individual German states 
agree to put up a joint office which is systematical ly collec ting inform ation on and 
co rd in ating in vesti ations of peopl e suspect of participa ti on in various forms of 
atrocities. Yet from May rg6o on, prosecuti ons for anything but first-degree murder 
have been excluded through the operation of the statute of limitations. Parli amentary 
attempts to defe r the sta tu te's coming into effect have been justified ly defea ted. 
German authorities had a fu ll decade to get busy, and, official assertions to the 
contrary, could have undertaken many more prosecutions th an they managed to do. 
At best, uncertai n shifts in public appreciation are not a good enough reason to 
withdraw from anybody the benefits of the sta tute of li mita ti ons. 

5 0 luternational Conference, pp. 102, 304-06. 
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pected sin of commission and omi sion of his own side against the 
depredation of tho e whom the cour e of events has brought before him. 
But it would be foolish for a defendant to rely on what might at llhe 
very best be an unusual coincidence, the presence of a sensitive and fear
less judge. 

As to tu quoque in the trial before the uremberg IMT: both in its 
acqui litals and gradation of punishment-which were by no means only 
mechanically related t o the number of counts under which the le
fendants were found guilty----'the court made an a~t:tempt to differentiate 
betwean the variou incriminating fact situa•tion . Of those misdeeds 
which we call offenses again t the human condition, no comparable 
practices of any state of the world, whether represented on 11lhe bench 
or not, could erve in exculpation or mitigation, even if !:'he court 'had 
allowed greater latitude in introducing proof of uch mi deeds by victor 
nations. Inca es where the tu quoque argument was salient and strong 
enough to raise doubts about the exi tence of a well-established body 
of law, as happened in regard to unlimited submarine warfare, r!Jhe 
court disregarded the respectiv; incriminations.54 But in cases con
cerning .the participation of the USSR in acts of aggre sion or their 
utilization of prisoners of war 111 anger zones, t~h e court rejected the 
argument at hand. Obviously, the more nearly identical the asserted 
practices were with tho e wth.ich ~the court was asked to judge, t'he less 
moral ground the court' rejeotion had.55 

C. THE QUALITY OF A COURT 

The Nuremberrr trial had its own peculiar dialectics. It con tituted an 
attempt to enforce on a multinational basis criminal responsibility for 
political action whose implementation involved crimes against the hu
man condition. The criminal action may have been planned from the 
outset as integral rto the political planning, as in the liquidation of Jewry. 
Or it may 'have been improvised as the most efficient or lea t burden
some way to carry ·~hrough .the military and political program, as in 
the murdering and starving rto death of millions of PW s. As ,the case 
was unprecedented, o wa the pattern of the four-state prosecution, 
t he criminal procedure, and ·~he criminal law fa hioned for the purpose 
by the statute elaborated at 1the London International Conference and by 
the Nuremberg court. Therefore, when compared with any homegrown 

6< See, for example, the motivation of the Doenitz sentence, IMT, Vol. 22, pp. 556, 
559, and the Raeder sentence, Vol. 22, p. s6r. 

65 A sweepi ng statement of the court rejecting the tu quoque argument may be 
found in IMT, Vol. 13, p. 5 2 1. 
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variety of law and procedure, the case will show any number of anoma
li~s . If these anomalies are stated cumulatively, the proceedings might 
g1ve !:'he impres ion of gros irregulari1ty, allowing the trial it elf to be 
put on •trial. What would then remain but a kind of morality play 
which, being refuted immediately tJhereafter by the course of history, 
would have nothing to teach? What is the answer? 

Recem experience has familiarized us wi !:'h enough proceedings 
which do not merit the name of trial to establish the difference between 
a rtrial-even ·though it may have the particular features of a .political 
trial-au1d an action which for propaganda purposes is called a tria l 
but partakes more of the n <l!ture of a spectacle wiili prearranged r esults. 
A trial pre uppose an elem ent of irred ucible ri k for those involved. 
Irt derives from the judge's or jury's freedom and their preparedne s to 
eval~ate the unfolding of both rhe official and the defendant's story in 
the l1ght of a con luct norm. Of 1thi norm ti1e defendants are by and 
large aware. The judge who mortgages his freedom in advance, whetlher 
out of fear or out of subservience, does not, a both German and French 
courts had occasion to insist, want to act as judge. "Who does not want 
t~ render justice cannot invoke rthe faot .that h e has observed ti1e trap
pmgs of nhe law, because his fund amental attitude make it evident that 
~s was only an aot of simulation."56 A judge who is willinrr to a sume 
the function of a presiding judge-after having assured the 

0

minister of 
ju tice pushing the proceeding that he can count on him-and sentences 
defendants to death on the basis of retroactively raised punishment 
(which the auti1orizing decree in erred into d1e law gazette in uch a 
way a to rna k its retroaoti ve character) does not partake in •tile ad
ministration of justice.5 7 !As anoti1er example: a court-martial, composed 
of me~ber handpicked .for ~e ca e by ti1e secretary general in charge 
of publ1c order and meetmg m the prison director's office, which, in the 
absence of any defense lawyers, sentences to death 2 defendants within 
four hours for par ticipation in a prison riot "cannot be considered to 
have rend ered a judicial decision."58 

Even in the administration of inju tice, however, rhere are gradations. 
In the courts-martial of the Vichy militia and the people's tribunal of 
rhe first liberation day , enemies, whose fate had been settled in advance 
were butchered. The liberation type of cour de justice, with all it~ 

: ; Bund:sgerichtshof, E ntscheidungen in Strafsachen, . Vol. 10 (1957), pp. 295, 30r. 
Th1s 1nc1dent of summ er 1941 IS narrated m detail 1n Robert Aron Histoire de 

Vichy, Paris, 1954, p. 4 r6. For a feeble attempt by one of the mai n p~ r ti cipants to 
explai n away his role in the case, see France U11der the German Occupatio11 Stanford 
1959, Vol. 2 , P· 595· ' ' 

~ 8 Cour de Cnssatio11, 1948, o. 133, p. 199. 
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prejudices, allowed for some primitive rights of defense.59 Finally, 
there is the marginal ca e of an elaborate military commission set up 
by the United State for the trial of Japanese foes. The commission held 
months of formal hearings; ·the lingering doubts pertained mainly to 
the way of handling evidence and to the question of the commission's 
de facto independence of ~he commander in chief.60 In each case the 
tribunal sought the mechanical certainty of the result while trying to 
partake-illegitimately-in the creative suspense of a result which can 
legitimaJtely originate only in the unfolding of t he ·trial itself. 

Viewed in this light, the Nuremberg trial before the IMT was not 
a simulated trial. If there was some measure of retroactive law applied, 
not only were the defendant , while acting, fully aware of the possible 
consequences of rtheir action, but, as pointed oUJt previously, ,clleir sen
tences could be explained without resort tto the retroactive features. The 
jurisdictional problems of the trial, if compounded by nhe multinational 
character of the pro ecution, were not particular w rthis trial. They are, 
as shown, common to political trials and inevitably connected with 
trials by successor regimes. As in all such trials, the general frame, 
though not the decisions reached for the individual defendants, was 
set by rthe political and military contexrt in which rthe trial took place: 
to confirm lthe defeat of Hitlerism. Whatever pressure there wa , was 
of the situation rather than of an organized group determined to have 
its way. It was no organized Montagne asking for the head of the king, 
no clamor of the street, as in Polignac's case. It was the language of 
the charnel houses, t he millions who had lost t>heir families, husbands, 
or homes. If isolation against this language was possible or even de
sirable for the calm of the judicial process, such calm was better guaran
teed in the chambers of rilie uremberg Allied and American Tem
porary War Crimes bureaucracy than in ~the disoriented minds and bare 
courtrooms of the 1946 and 1947 Germans. 

1t has been shown how difficult it will be in he future to have re
course to violent political change on a state-transcending level without 
at the same time creating situations that lead to the very negation of 

50 For these gradations, see Robert Aron, Histoire de la Liberation de la France, 
Paris, 1959, pp. 532ff. 

60 See the d issenti ng opinion of Justice Rutledge re Yamash ita, 327 U.S. 48, 56 (r945), 
and Frank Reel, The Case of Gfmeral Yamashita, Chicago, 1949, p. r62. In fairness 
to the commission, it must be pointed out that its judgment rested essenti al ly on the 
defendant's responsibility fo r omitting supervision of the military forces under his 
command. T he defense tried to show either that atrocities committed did not occu r 
under the defendant's jurisdiction, or that he had had no power to prevent them. 
However, he submitted scarcely any affirmative proof that he bad positively tried to 
prevent such occurrences. 
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the "human condition." And in wading through the evidence on mass 
annihilation and mass enslavement, tho e fact situations which we have 
since come to describe as genocide have established signs, impreci e as 
they might be, that the mo t atrocious offenses against the human 
condition lie beyond the pale of whaJt may be considered contingent and 
fortuitous political action, judgment on which may change from re
gime l'o regime. The concrete condition under which the Nuremberg 
htigation arose and the too inclusive scope of the indictment may make 
it difficult for us .to separate ~he circumstantial elements whioh it hares 
with all other succes or trials61 from its own la ting contribution: that 
ilt defined where the realm of politic ends or, rather, is tran formed 
into the concerns of he human condition, lthe survival of mankind 
in both its universality and diversity. In spite of the uremberg trial's 
infirmities, the feeble beginning of transnational control of tihe crime 
again t the human condition raises the Nuremberg judgment a notch 
above the level of political ju tice by fiat of a successor regime. 

4· T rial Technique: Eternal Quest for Improvement 

Of all the shortcomings of .the uremberg proceedings, none has 
been more consi tently attacked nhan the inequality which exi ted 
between pro ecution and defense. Th.i inequality was grounded in the 
procedural law applied. In the absence of a court-it was e tablished 
only after the indictment-the whole trial preparation was left to a 
prosecution working in conformity with Anglo-American rather than 
continental practice . Continental pro ecution, at least in theory, m eans 
t'hat a state organ sifts impartially all avai lable evidence. The urem
berg pro ecution aimed at convicting the defendants. Beyond thi , it 
was impos ible for rthe defendants to resort to counsel in the pretrial 
stage. 

61 ot onl y successor tri als. Because of the division of Germany, the judges of one 
regime, the Federal Republic, may be sitti ng in judgment over the (fugiti ve) judges 
of the courts of the DDR. See the decision of the Bundesgericbtshof of January 28, 
1959, reported in Recht in Ost und West, Vol. 2 (r958), p. 204. The fugitive DDR 
judge who presided over a trial of five Jehovah's Witnesses was prosecuted and con
victed of having deflected the law to the disadvantage of a par ty (par. 336, Penal 
Code) . The conviction was quashed, with emphasis res ting on the question of whether 
the judge, while acti ng as he d id, was convinced that the law he appli ed was binding. 
H owever, the cou rt must have rea li zed that this argument might open up more 
questions than it was then prepared to tackle. (The same argument could obviously 
have been used, and was used, to defend the record of S judges; Max Giide, 
Justiz im Schatten von Gestern [ci ted above, Ch. I, n. 4].) Thus tl1e argument adds a 
number of more concrete grievances agai nst the lower court judgment, inclu ling the 
compulsion under which the judge may have acted . 
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The second di advantage was a great factual inequality between 
prosecution and defense. Powerful, if not highly organized, the pr.osec_u
tion could roam around freely, collecting its material and marshalmg tts 
witnesses. The defense had meager resources and, due to prevailing con
ditions, restricted freedom of movement outside rhe courtroom. Though 
alway in evidence, however, tJhis inequality affected the outcome of 
the trial less 1han it might have. The prosecution' ca e rested less on 
oral testimony than on the production of documentary eviden~e taken 
from original German files. Thus !!here was li tJtle o~ the. upht~l battle 
of a defense exposed to partisan witnesses of the vtctonous stde cmd 
unable to marshal effective enough testimony in rebuttal. The de
fense's problem was an intellectual one : to explain why.the re~po~sibil
ilty for whatever had happened did and could not r~ t wtth therr cltents. 
Despite multiple handicaps, tihe defense was equtpped to handle the 

problem. . 
All this is well known. What is less well known ts lll.1e extent to 

which these disadvantages contain risk elemenrts inherent in all criminal 
trials, not only in this pecific trial. The following pag~s, ther.do~e, 
will try to show that a) tihe risk deriving from factual me.qualtty m 
trial representation i one of the most doubtful featu~es m Anglo
American trial practice, and •that b) the European tnal procedure, 
recommended by many of the critics of the Nuremberg trial, has, for 
quite different rea ons, as strong a built-in aleatory elemenrt as the 
Anglo-American practice. . . . 

How does tria l organization affect rthe outcome of the polltlcal trtal? 
Anglo-American and continental trial organi~ation .rest on .two radi
cally different assumptions. The Anglo-Amencan nal remams essen
tially at the disposal of the parties, while the continental tria l revolves 
around the judge's own responsibility to search for t!he truth. Anglo
American adversary procedure organizes the tria l as a battle of wit 
between the pro emtion and defense, with the judge acting as their 
referee, constantly deciding what line of questioning and what material 
should be allowed to enter tlhe minds of the jury. Yet the judge's au
tlllority in this respect may be more official •than real : a skillful lawyer 
will be able to make his point before his adversary can open his mouth 
to object. The resulting wrangling on admissibility and the judge' 
ritual exhortation in summing up what points :to di regard-for exam
ple the political loyalties of the defendant in an espionage trial-only 
make the forbidden fruit more tempting to the jury than all the rest.62 

62 Judge Jerome Frank refers to such warnings as "an empty ritual," and infers 
that the only remedy is to waive a jury tri al. United States v. Rosenberg, 195 F 2cl 

(CCA 2d) 582, 596. 
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Anglo-American procedure takes this chance as part of a deep-seated 
conviction that from the endless flow and counterflow of argument, 
centering on the pro ecution's attempt to make the indictment stick, 
with both defense and prosecution mercile sly searching into and ex
posing the weakne se and incon istencies of eaah other's position, the 
truth or falsity of the indictment will finally emerge. This method is 
art: its be t when a revealing flash illuminates the whole situa~tion . Even 
if irt languishes under the seemingly uncoordinated chao of themes and 
materials, now picked up, now discarded, according to the whim and 
hunche of the lawyers, a jury might not miss such a flash, especially 
as the lawyers will endlessly amplify it and drive its impact home re
lentlessly while summing up. If neither party is ble sed with such luck, 
the lawyers will have to rely on thumbing methodically through the 
material-an ungrateful job under •the circumstances of adver ary pro
cedure-and either put togetl1er isolated parts into a composite picture 
or tear them asunder before tl1ey are firm! y joined. 

To yield satisfactory re ults, ad ver ary procedure rests on the implied 
premise of a strictly maintained legal equality between the parties, on 
their parity in research, resources, and preparations, and above all on 
foren ic skill and general level of intelligence. If tile defense lawyer 
lacks iliese prerequi ites, may parity be restored by the judge' interven
tion? Many authoritie will answer unhesitatingly in the affirmative, 
upholding the judicial practice not only to put to the witness additional 
questions tl1at are liable to clarify an is ue, but also to call additional 
witnesses, even expert witnesses, if need be; the la•tter the judge rna y 
do on hi own.63 The proposition sound excellent on paper, but how 
would it fit into tl1e ystem of adver ary proceedings? 

To rtake a concrete example &om recent politicalrtrial practice: in The 
Rosenberg trial the only witne to the open act, David Greenglass, 
contended that he had delivered drawings made from memory to Julius 
Rosenberg. The circum ranees under which copies of such drawings 
were made by Greenglass, while under detention became therefore 

6 3 Thi s position is held most strongly by Wigmore, On Evidence, 3rd eel .; 1940, Vol. 
3, par. 151, and Vol. 9, par. 24 4· See also the opinion of Justi ce Frankfurter, dissenting 
in Johnson v. United States, 333 U.S. 46, 54 ( 1948): "Federal judges are not referees 
at pri ze fights but fun ctionaries of justice"; and the note, "The Tri al Judge's Vi ews 
of his Power to Call Witnesses-an aid to adversa ry presentation," North western 
Unive,·sity Law Review, Vol. 51 (1957) , pp. 76 r-74. There is a particul arl y instructive 
discussion by Judge Charles Wyzanski, " Freedom of the Tri al Judge," Harvard Law 
Review, Vol. 65 (r952), pp. 1281-1304. However, it should be especi ally noted that 
Judge Wyza nski gives two telling examples from his own trial prac tice (p. r284), 
showing that in political libel cases " the judge is not the commander but merely the 
umpire." 
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The American judge's interference with the arrangement of testi
mony-at best an exception in proceedings at the dispo al of and under 
the responsibility of the .par,ties-is necessarily limited. Unlike British 
proceedings, the frame within which federal judges and most state 
judges may commenrt on the evidence in ~heir summing up is rather 
narrow.0 Thus if one follows the activist school, the judge would be 
able to take a deci ive part in the :trial but be unable to evaluate the 
meaning of his interference: a somewhat contradictory situation. More
over, one of the most bteful 1trial decisions, wheoher to put the de
fendant on the stand or not, mu t remain entirely outside his province. 
Judicial activism and adversary principle are not easily compatible. 
But the Rosenberg case, where a smoothly functioning prosecution, 
abundantly equipped with re ources, manpower, intelligence, and self
confidence, confronted a struggling lawyer who had little confidence in 
his own ability, vividly illustrates the inherent limitations of the tria l 
by combat principle. Just because the ca e as built up by the prosecution 
was logically comistent and might well have reflected rather clearly the 
actual sequence of happenings, at least as far as the Rosenbergs were 
concerned, the absence o£ a more powerfully presented defense wa felt 
all the more.60 

But wha:t about the continental procedure? While under Anglo
American procedure the prosecution tries to establi h proof of the con
tentions made in the indictmen t, with ~he defense trying to refute same, 
in continental European practice the aot of accusation only offers the 
count a preliminary version of the historical happenings. It is the job 
of the court to find that recon truotion of the historical incident which 
will serve as an adequate basis for the verdict. In t his job of reconstruc
tion rthe judge i not hound by the a ertions and offerings of either 
panty; raJther, both prosecution and defense, although given a number 
of procedural prerogatives, among them to call witnesses and experts, 
remain auxiliarie of the court. 70 The count, sitting mostly witih orne lay 

T1·ial fudge, New York, 1952, p. 104, who quotes the telling remark on the troubles 
of a judge taking over the questioning of a witness when confronted with an 
inexperienced lawyer: "Judge, I don't mind you r trying the case for me, but for God's 
sake, don't lose it." 

68 The ru les were laid down in Querica v. United States, 286 U.S. 466 (r933). 
6D For an inci sive comment on the potential consequences of inequali ty in representa

tion, see Joseph B. W arner, "The Responsibiliti es of the Lawyer" (op .cit., Ch. VI, n. 31), 
p. 326. For an example of the domi nating influence of an insufficient defense, see 
G. Louis Joughin and Edmund M. Morgan, The Legacy of Sacco and Vanzetti, New 
York, r948, Ch. III. 

70 See the discussion in Ursula Westhoff, Ober die Grundlagen des Strafprozesses 
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a sessors, does not have to face the problem of keeping a jury both 
in tructed and protected again t pos ible prejudicial knowledge. Con-
equently, it will be both willing and able to admit almost any evidence 

liable to throw light on ~ t~he incidenrt under discussion. But it is rthe court 
which will direct the :taking of tJhe evidence rtoward as coherent a pic
ture as pos ible. Proceeding will first concentrate on interrogation of 
the defendant who, a he doe not testify as a witness, m ay answer as 
he sees fit. The witnes es, too, will be que tioned by the judge, with the 
pa11ties .as a rule expected to ask them que tions through him. It goes 
without saying 'that in proceedings dominated by !!he judge, he can 
call supplementary witne ses and appoint expert of his own in pur
suance of his earth for 'the objective truth. 

But this concentration of power in the hands of the judge, somehow 
uniting in his person ll!he functions of prosecutor, defense lawyer, and 
trlllthfinder, has a built-in shortcoming. To be able 10 direct the pro
ceedings with authority and effi ciency and to concentrate the hearings 
from the outse t on t~he relevant points, rat her than to listen Ito whatever 
the parties see fit to submit, the judge will have to be fully informed 
about all that has transpired at the prettrial stage. Unless a prettrial mo
tion has by chance come his way, the Anglo-American judge enters 
the courtroom with his mind a tabula rasa. The continental judge, 
though will have made a pain taking study of the whole file of the case 
tran mitted to him by the prosecutor. It will contain everything which 
has transpired so far, including police reports, pretrial depositions of 
defendants and witnesses and defense motions to the criminal record 
of the defendant. A he has perforce formed some opinion on the case, 
hi is the temptation to make reality conform to the file .71 Unlike his 
Anglo-American colleague, he might well go on que tioning and calling 
witnesses until he arrives at what seems to him the mo t meanin!rlul 
recon truction of reality. But he may in point of fact be satisfied with 
much less : with the facile confirmation of what hi blue and red pencils 
have previou ly w1derlined in the file as his understandino- of the 

mit besonderer Be•·iicksichtigung des Beweisrechts, Berlin, 1955, esp. pp. 62 and 173; 
see also Binding, Strafrecht/iche und trafprozesm ale Abhand!tmgen, pp. 190-20 1. 
Art. 166, 11 , of the new French C de of riminal Procedure, e tab li shes the rule that 
if, in the opinion of the court, an expert opinion becomes necessa ry, two experts shoul d 
be immediately appointed by the bench. Th ey would be asked to furnish a joint report 
or, if necessary, to discuss explicitly the reasons why they have arrived at different 
conclusions from one an ther. 

71 See F. H artung (former jud e of the Leipzig Supreme Cou rt), "Ein£i.ihrung de 
Ameri ka nischen trafvcrf:thrensrechts in D eutsch land ?" in Festschrift fur Rosenfeld, 
Berlin, 1949; and Mau ri ce Garcon, op.cit., Vol. m , p. 26. 
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trine, applied in two minor cases without much political background,M 
holds that an exile handed over to his country of origin without due 
observance of ·extradition agreements and thereupon prosecuted in a 
national court may contest comt jurisdiction on vhe ground of 11he ir
regularity of his seizure. 

The latter interpretation is undoubtedly more in harmony with the 
dictates of human decency. It may well be argued that an extradition 
treaty is made the law of the land through the process of incorporation, 
and -clut therefore an exile sheltered by a count,ry signatory .to su~h a 
treaty should be within 'his rights in expeoting not to be deprived of 
asylum in a manner other than that prescribed by the tr·eaty. Still, the 
argument lacks in realism. In the absence of a viable international 
jurisdiocion to turn to, ·the exile in danger of being deported to the home 
oountry will hardly find a national tribunal willing to let him go free 
in t'he bee of the government's contention that this would cause grave 
injury to national interest. 

If there is a remedy at all against informal "rendi~ion" to the home 
state by way of deportation, it is in the wide acceptance of the principle 
set forth in Article 33 of the Geneva Convention. Under this rule, no 
refugee shall be deported to, or retUirned to the frontier of, a territory 

correc t. The alleged consent of Eichman n to his forcible tran fe r to Israe l could not 
extinguish Argentina's claim to "appropriate repara tion" for the violation of its sov
ereignty through Eichma nn 's abduction. H owever , since Argentina did not care to 
in sist on repatriation, the Israel i cour t acted in conform ity with prevail in g practice: it 
rejected E ichma nn's jurisdictional complaint based on the illegality of Israel's establish
ing custody over his person. 

For Swiss protests in the Berthold Jacob abduction case, see American Journal of 
h1ternational Law, Vol. 24 ( 1935), pp. 502-07. Legal evaluation of surrender effected 
th rough overzealousness or corruption of the asylum country's lower-level officials is 
controversial. Dealing with the abd uction from Mex ican territory of a fugiti ve U nited 
States nati onal sought for narcotics offenses, the Federal district cou rt in ex parte Lopez, 
6 F Supp. 342 (1934), deni ed the abd ucted ma n's habeas corpus petition on the g rou nd 
that whatever had occurred under the sovereignty of the Mex ican govern ment was 
outside the cou rt's jurisdiction and shou ld be taken up with the U nited States Depar t
ment of State. 

85 See di scussion in Manuel R. Garcia-Mora, "Criminal Jurisdiction of a State over 
Fugitives Brought from a Foreign Country by Force or Fraud. A Comparati ve Stud y," 
Indiana Law Journal, Vol. 32 (1957), pp. 427-49. Of the two cases, one (tribun al cor
rectionnel d'Avesnes in Recueil Sirey, Vol. ll [ T934L pp. 105ff.) referred to a Belgian 
suspect of larceny w ho had been abd ucted from Belgian te rritory by French officials. The 
French court ord ered the prisoner released as seizure on Belgian terr itory constituted 
ground s of absolute nullity of the proceed ings. In the other case (part of a damage 
suit before the US-Panama Claims Commi ss ion, related in Annual Digest of Public 
International Law Cases, 1933-1934, Case No. 96, pp. 250-51), a simil ar ac t of abd uc
tion on foreign territory was likewise held illegal. 



CHAPTER XI 

SUMMING UP 

•••• ••••••••••••• ••• ••• ••• •••• •••••••••• •• •••• •••• •••• 
La justice est sujette a disputes : Ia force est tres reconnaissable, et sans 
di spute. insi on n'a pu donner Ia force a Ia ju tice, parce que Ia force 
a contred it la justice et a dit qu'elle etait injuste, et a dit que c'etait 
elle qui etait juste. Et ainsi, ne pouvant faire ce qui est juste fut fort, 
on a fait ce qui est fort fllt j uste. 

-BLAISE PASCAL, Pensees Brunschwicg, no. 29 "' 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 . The Strategy of Political Justice: 
Necessity, Choice, and Convenience 

T
HE aim of political justice is to enla,rge the area of political 
action by enlisting the services of courts in behalf of political 
goals. It is characterized by the submission to court scrutiny 
of group and individual action. Those instrumental in such 

submission seek to strengthen their own position and weaken that of 
their political foes . 

In each case resort to the courts may be a matter of necessity, 
choice, or mere convenience. r) If, for instance, an important political 
dignit<hl"y has been assassinated, but the government structure as a whole 
remains intact and continues to function within a legal framework, the 
authorities will usually find it necessary to try the assassin. 2) If the 
regime is confronted with an "opposition of principle," it has a number 
of choices, running the gamut from genuine toleration to total suppres
sion. The decision against toleration and the legal implementation of a 
variety of repressive measures are a matter of choice. 3) A regime may 
want to gain, stabilize, or destroy political positions by manipulating 
opinion through the medium of a political trial. Resorting to political 
justice for that purpose is a matter of convenience, one of many channels 
in interpersonal and intergroup political warfare. 

"Justice is subject to di spu te; might is easily recogni zed an d is not d isputable. So 
we cannot give might to justice, because m ight has gainsa id justice, and has declared 
that it is she herself who is just. And thus un able to make what is just strong, we have 
made wh at is strong ju t." 
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